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MURRAY GAS SYSTEM AUDIT SHOWS GAIN
Council OK's Construction Of
Third Base Ball Park Here
The Murray City Council last
night voted to construct a new
bail park to be located in the
city park in. the southeastern
tic 0 re Cost -is estimated to be
$7,750.
The action came after an hour
fied forty minutes of discussion
end argument which at times
reached a high,pitch as both the
ci erica and spectators joined in.
Dr. Maudlin Hutson, Dr. Wal-
ter Blackburn and Allen Rose
appeared before-The council to
s.ate the position of the Murray
Baseball Association.
Remy Roberts
Dies Friday
Henri Roberts,. age 78, passed
assay suddenly Friday afternoon
at I45. at his home at 411 North
I 5th street. Mr. Roberts was form-
erly of the Shilo Community
and had only been in Murray
0 r the past five months.
Ife is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Elsie Roberts, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Newman Grogan.
Broad street, Murray, Mrs. On
Williams. RFD 3, Murray; two
sere, Joe Roberts. Hartsville. had..
Fee, Roberts, Murray; three brot-
hers. Will Roberts. St. Petersburg,
F;a, Ira and reek Roberts, Pa-
Jewett; and seven grand children.
He was a member of ;he
eerier Creek Baptist church. The
funeral will be conducted Sunday
afternoon at the Palestine Meth-
odist church with Norman Cul-
pepper. Junior Dodson and Eura
Mathis officiating. Burial will
be in the Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Herne until the
funeral 'hour.
•
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aiVatchdog Group
May Be Established
FRANKFORT, Feb. 22 It? —A
group of insurgent Howe mem-
bers Friday intricluced a bill
'to egabliah a state gwernment
" Wee end, g" comsittec nims.sed
ef Members of the legislature to
serve. L4t.tweep General. Aesern-
bly sestate,ms.
The a) Inuing oxernittee on
>vet-nine affairs would con-
duct a sum and analysis of
the ,iperatton state gown-
merit.
The committee iceiuk1 be com-
posed of nine me — six
from the Benue and ee from
the Senate.
The bill calls for appropria-
tion of $100,000 annual for the
Aro two yea-re
w Other measures int rod uced
Friday included:
A bill to provide a retirement
system fi,r state police officers,
embed fng provision for manda-
tory retirement at the age of 55.
A bill to peg :he retirement
pensions of gate employee to
the Department of Labor's cost
ie living index .te provide high-
er payments during periede uaf
flation
A bill changing Marttn from
a fourth !lea 'fifth class city.
A measure to direct the Board
of Regents of Western Keietucky
State Oellege to e.seablidh a ape-
dal boardirtg school for excep-
tional high schee gtuderes.
A bill providing for • compute-
(-try polio ahrits for childeen as
a condition to enrollrnersi in
d
r public school.
Weather
Report IBy UNITED PRESS
Soulhwest Kentucky — Cloudy
and mild today and tonight withal chance of light drizzle today.
MO today mid 40s Low tonight
near 30. Sunday partly clou
and mild.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington '38, Hopkinsville 47,
Paducah 38, Bowling Green 40,
Louisville Al, Lexington 39, and
London 40.
Evansville, Ind.; 36.
•
Hutsun was the principal
sec keeman for the group.- He
explained that as the organization
now s'ands -115 bewa were parti-
cipating in 117 saaeseei
erogram. This includes eight
'CaMS in the park league, four
teams in the Little League, four
arTIS in the Babe Ruth League
and one team in the American
Legion ageg roup.
If ttte -nere ie comitructed,
he continued, approximately six-
ty mere buys could enter the
program. He brought Mit that
the jump from the Babe Ruth
age group to the American Leg-
ion group was too big which
not only strained the capabilities
of the smaller boys, but, ergo
rmited the number of players.
Boys leaving the Babe Ruh
age group have no club wtech
they can join, if they fail to
make the grade to he American
Legion team, he said.
-Hutson extolled the virtues
of the baseball program saying
that it did enore than any other
organization to hold down juv-
enile delinquenty in the city.
The program is respensiblee:der
he lack i4 widespread jupenile
delinquency in the city. The
program is responsible for the
hick of widespread juvenile de-
linquency in Murrase he- said.
Dr. Blackburn brough. out that
the physical construction would
be an asset to the city.
Under the arrangement so!
forth. the Murray Eleettic Settern
will construct the lighting ar-
rangement at the new ball park.
he city will be responsible for
the principal amount of $7,750
until it is all paid for. The
city must pay the Murray Ele-
ctric System 10 per cent of
'he amount. $775 each year as
long as the total principal re-
mains unpaid. The $775 is not
applied to the principal. but
Items interest and maintenance
charge.
As the principal is paid, the
cry will continue to pay the
10 per cent, however, based only
on the unpaid balance. When
the entire debt is discharged
there will be no further pay-
ments.
Mayor Ellis and the council,
in passing the measure. asked
that the Murray Baseball Asso-
ciEleirt pay at- least mite-hale- ef
the total amount. Ellis said that
the city actually is not in posi-
tion to _make this move and
that it was doing so only because
of the pledge from the Baseball
Association of it., support in re-
tiring the total sum.
The three representatives of
the association told the council
that they greatly appreciated the
action of the council and they
personally pledged themselves to
spur action on the part of the
baseball association, to retire the
endebtedness as quickly as pos-
sible. ea.
Army, Air Force
Argument Brews
WASHINGTON t114 —The Army
lead the Air Force today appeared
ready to launch a new inter-
service squabble — this one a
flare-up of their longstanding
fight over who has the best
anti-missile missiles.
An Air Force spokesman at-
tacked the 'capabilities of the
Army's Nike-Zeus anti-missile
weapon (Inc month to the day
after Defense Secretary Neil H.
McElroy ruled work should go
aht•ad on the Army rocket to
the exclusion of the Air Force's
Wizard.
On Feb. 18, Lt, Gen..Dnnald
L. Putt. Air Free deputy chief
of staff for research, told the
House Armed Services Committee
the Air gErce doubts if the
Nike-Zeus, Ilktimated to cost six
billion dollars or more,- could
successfully combat a Russian
missile attack. His testimony was
made public Friday in heavily-
censored form.
On Jan. 18. McElroy 'had told
the Air Force to keep working
on detection and control systems
it was planning for the wizard
missile. But he aaid the Army
would proceed with work on the
NikeeZeus as the nation's._ prime
anti-n1i5sil6 weapon.
- ea w' l .be Me -names Dan
t v11-1'-md, ILI= Irean. Alvin _Jones.
A. J. Kipp, Lynn Laseeer. and[
"-fled Lindsey. Jr. '
MR CHILDREN RAN 10 019114--Seovelled remain, of the two trace ra which were a home
for tho Wright family of husband, wife and nine children are shown still smoldering in Romeo-
vllle, Iii,. seven miles north of Joliet. Five of the children burned to death. arid the uthet four
-were trOured, along with Desulina Wright, 36, and (right) her husband Carl. 51, who are in Silver
Cross hospital to Joliet ( niter na 1011W aounapPluioe)
Fire In Federal
Building Causes
Great Damage
LOUISVILLE Smeke anti
fire gutted the attic of :he
block-long Federal Building Fri-
day night while thousands watch-
ed along downtown s.rects atm
,tn a live television mon scast.
Postmaster Joseph D. Schultz
was not able immedately to
estimate t h e damage to the
building which house" .the down-
town post office headquarters
and-a nuMber 6r eVderal
offices. but said "damage wriuki
be treendous." Schultz said there
probably would not be any. cur-
tailment of sere ice because of
the fire.
The upper three floors of the
six-stir a• building were soaked
with water as sonic 100 firemen
battled the flames and smoke
for nearly two hours 'before
extinguishing it.
Officials of the Internal Reve-
nue Service feared 'he wows!
today as a number of. lax records
under examination were , on the
sixth floor along with other
reports collected in the past.
IRS agents were able to move
many recerda out of the probable
path of dripping water.
William Gray. IRS director
here, said he feared damage
te the fifth noose where returns
are processed, and to the base-
ment. where "most of our records
fur the past three years are
filed."
The' cause of the fire has
not been determined.
Equipment fur a $847.847 air-
conditioning system being in-
stalled in the building also was
damaged in the- thl-ce - alarm
blaze.
The fire was detected at about
6:30 p.m. by a cleaning woman
working on the fourth floor.
Firemen were forced to use
oxygen masks to move about
portions of the upper floors
because burning insulation cast
such a heavy oall of smoke.
Firemen Donald Mathis, 30,
suffered bruises' when a hose
burst, knocking him from a
ladder.
The fire attracted thousands
of. spectators, many of them
downtown for a special shopping
night. A television station nearby
focused its cameras on the blaz-
ing buildings and station officials
cut into network programs to
give viewers a live, running ac-'
count of the fire.
Twice Yesterday
The City Fire Department an-
swered two calls yesterday. ac-
cording to Fire - Chief *late!
Ri.bertson.
One shortly before five o'clock
was a grease fire in a kitchen.
Robertson said, and the other
was a brush fire on South 7th
Street. It was reported that
children had set a cedar tree
on fire while playing.
Firemen said both fires were
.smell ones, and were extinguish-
ed before the fire trucks arriv-
ed.
Mrs. Huie Will
Attend Meeting
Mrs. Marjorie Hole today left
for Lexington, Ky., to attend
the Kentucky Group meeting of
the National Asgocietion of Bank
Women.
F ,11,eving the meeting, she
will continue to Rochester. Minn.
fie a general checkup at the
Mayo Clinic.
Building permits indicated that
RR were taken out ie 1956 while
in 1957 M were tesplled ter.
However this lower, fisure is
ii
Good Progress I
Made By Murray
In Year Of 1957
Murray Training
Drama Group Is
Rated Superior
Murray Tr_,n,ng Selee: and
Paducah Tilghman were rated
eiperier in the Legenal Drams
Cva, ye rcity a: Murray
State College.
Caldwell County H.gh &ahem
'-nct Reidland High &haul were
riled exccliert • and Crittenden
. y High School was rstee
eked.
Murray Train.ng and Tilgh-
man qualified for t ii e state
feet:vat March 10-11.
The- Muriay Training pot*,
...reeled by Mrs. Lillian Low-
ery. produced . a cutting trim
"Our Town." Cest members
were Inez T.:cid, Martin Tracy,
and Dated Colley
New York School
Principal Beaten
NEW YORK. Feb. 22 fr —A
grammar seherol agastant princi-
pal was beaten and a 16-year-
old bey g.ableed in separate
greet fØsts Feday in N e w
York City.
Two teen-aged brehers were
held in the free-for-all beating
ef the seltreol off.cial who tried
te break up a lunch-hour fignt
near his schuol on Manhattan's
teugh Lower East Side.
Two boys were taken into cus-
. oday.-in the evening fracae in
,the central Bronx. Police said
they expected to make inure
tirrests shently.
The injured bey, Ronald Rud-
ker, was said to be in fair con-
deem in f\edham }teepee!.
One 1(-yeareild participant
was -gen:en rraeitti
Heuee for hearing as a juvenile
delinquent Ihe other boy in
custody. charged with assault,
was elenitified as Ronald Mur-
ano, 16.
Police said all participantes in
the fight were white.
In the earlier inc.dere, Thema,
Caetan. 50. assistant principal
,If Public School 97, said that
when he tried to,. break up the
noon-hour fight the b tys star:-
ed a:tack:rig tern with gnowballs
and then: "They bete me, knock-
ed me down kicieRci me in the
eterreach and Ihinr, and pounded
•••
The elder if the two 1:tiys
held. Vivaldi Roman, It, said rue
had gut into the fight because
Ire saw Craetan ehieting Viceor,"
his 14-year-old brother. Vivaldi
was to be arraigned today iin
aserault charges. Victor_ was held
as a juvenile delireitient.
Murray underwent- further off- c scene it by 72 applica-
progress during 1957 according bc.ag toede out side the
le a report issued by the Murray c.ty -mitt in. the new addi-
Chamber of Commerce in its t'ors,
menthly newsletter mernt.,-. 1 P, a! receipts increased in
e $85.602 from the 1956
re of M12.123.
A significant increase came
et)out in bank assets in the
ceurey. The 1956 figure was
e17.109,562 while in 1957 the
figure rose to $18,620,402.
Other areas covered in the
repot-, of the "Business baro-
meter" arc as follows with the
1956 figure being listed first630 customers. 
and tht 1957 figure Retort second.
&eh figure's are as iif December
of that year.
Water settings, 2532 and 2412.
Gallons water sold, 288, 441,
406 and 291.. 603, 000
Electric "customers. 3125 andFiremen Called 3266
Kunetl)nifas. Inc. customers (seven
counties) 1627 and 1700
Telephone customers 3977 and
4224
RTA Customers 325 and 414
Auto registration (county) 8379
and 8931
Parking meter revenue $18.701
and $19,885
Dept. Fish and Wildilfe (hunt-
ing and fishing license) $27.776
and $29,679
Babies born at Murray Hos-
pital, 511 and 502
Gains were regisitered it
most every category checkcd lv
'he local chamber.
The largest single gain retreat.
ere& percentage wise seas the
increase of natural gas customers.
In December 1956 the system
had 296 customers and a: the
i•nd of December 1957 it had
The Chamber e Commerce
report 'also reported that the
last rental payment on the Cane.-
way County Manufacturing Com-
pany will be made on 'March 1.
The chamber originally agreed to
pay rent for the manufacturing
concern for five years.
During the past five years
the Ca lloway Manufacturing
Company had paid out in wages
to citizens of Murray and Callo-
way County the 'sum of $1.842,-
268.71. The firm at the present
time hires 250 Calloway citizens.
Tteerity three new members
were added to the Chamber of
Commerce for the 1957-1958 yea,
making the total 218 members.
DEADLY VENOM MISSING
MIAMI lir — Four bottles
of lethal copperhead, water moc-
casin and viper venom—enough
to kilt 600 persons — was re-
ported missing from a Mipmi
snake farm today.
William E. Haast. owner of
the Miami serpentarium, said
the deadly poison apparently was
taken from a laboratory table
on Friday.
Hanst said a tourist may have
picked up the venem not realiz-
ing its danger or value.
"If a grain of -it touches a
cut or sore, he will be dead
in minutes," he said. "Altogether,
somebody is .carrying around
about 600 lethal doses of poison,
enough to kill that many people "
CONSCIENCE
-BELDING. Mich. --ER— Beld-
ing received $2 in "conscience
money." A letter, poetenarked
Ionia, read: "Two dollars for
shoes I' stole from the dump.
May God forgive me."
Zetas Plan Dinner
Dance Thursday System Now Has 632 Customers
one Zeta Departmen of the With 1,000 Seen By Next Year•Sturray Woman's Club will ob-1
lee its regular monthly meet-
ng en hursday. February 22.
besenning at 7:30 p.m. The. wade -of eine Murray Naar 1. In a discussien weilch followe
Annctincement has been made tural Gas System was presented led the reacrng ef the audit by
.he program committee ;hat I 
to the Meirray City Council last Retherd_eon. Superintendent Jack
he meeting well be a dinner night ani it was er'evealed by Bryan reported that the city's!
'ance for the Ze:a members and Superintendent Jack Bryan that bare lead of gas was exceeded
heir husbands or guests the syeterre now has 632 cus- in only :we days of January.
Ileetervaliene elms. tee ire by '...•'--friers- _ - - • The- base- lead ie figured by
Monday noone;February 24. Host- "We expect- to have from 900 'texas Gas Transmission 'on the
amount f gas, the system used
:n the 122 days felletwing
1. Dug the winter months
the City has to pay .Texa; Gas
a premium of Ilc per thiusei..0
cubic fee of gas en all gas
used over the blew load.
This is why it is necessary
that we build up a hgh gas
during the summer m °nine
Ryan told the ceuncil.
The audit was approved by
'he council in a unanimous vote.
' In o her action :he ceuncil
paseled e milk ordinance' on its
first read,ng. , The ordinance
(Continued on Back Page)
to 1000 customers by this time
_peas." -11reaa-tolideelears-.gitat
govern,ng body,--7 --- • -
The audit was presented te
She esuncll by Bethel Richard-
son, local Certified Public Ac-
c.unant.
. Richard-se:Ws report indicated
Joe 'he assets of the system
arm tint to $906.744.07.• This is
breken dewn as fellows: flited
1.i2'3 at depreciated cost $775e:
312: special funds (the includes
the bond and interest fund, the
cc n:tructii n fund for :he new
city hall, deposits. from custo-
mers and the Sicial Secure,:
fund) $89.872, call for geheral
Use $8.440, accounts receivable
$15216, .materials and 'supplies
an hand $17.190, prepaid in-
surance $711.
The liabilities of the. system
arneunt te a teal at $906.744.07.
This is broken down as -follows:
long -term debt (the bend issue
,old to build the "system) $925,-
000; current iiaibillties. (taxes.
deposits, accrued interest on
hands, curren aills) $32.885 67.
- The system had 826 cueterners
ee Derivate". 32 11157 according
to the aural: The eels putt-home
70,417 thousand cubic feet of
gas in 1957 at a cost of 30.04
cents per thsurand The city
teed 68.459 theueend culec feet
of gas at a ales price of 87.10
Conk's per thouatand cubic feet.
The difference in the amount
of gas teeight and the amount
gold comet about. beecueree the
city reads the gas merers abeut
lette midele of the in. nth, weele
Texas Gas Transmeeeun reeds
the one city meter it the end
the menet'.
The report indicated that the
eystam made approximately
$21.000 during the year of 1957
over iiperattng costs. Thisarnount
however will gn into the interest
fund
Discus ;ion revealed that the
.original bond ordinance set aside
lettere*
issue for .the first two years isf
eperstron. After that time, the
ayetem itself must earn the in-
terest payments. A schedule ,is
'-et up for placing money in a
rid fund. with which to pay
•elf the bonds bee no schedule
is set up for the actual payment
of the bonds.
Two Wrecks
Are Reported
Yesterday
City Police 'his mornng re-
norted tee, wrecks which occur-
red late yesterday in' Murray.
'nee 1 was a' 5:50
o in, at the corner of 12th and
Olive Streets. Police said a 1952
Ford sedan driven by Bruce
Reynolds Paul. 115 Olive. han
:racked onto 12th S'reet frier
Olive, and then proceeded north
across the intersection.
Kenneth Terrell Turner of
Lovelareville, Kye was driving
his car. a 1954 Pontiac. north 4
on 12th street, police raid, and
at the intersection the. two caret
hit.
The left fender on the Ford
and the right side of the Pontiac.
were damaged. police said, but no
initiries were reported.
At 720 the secend accedent
eccurred at the corner of Ryan
and Kentucky Ave. A 1950 Chev-
rolet truck driven by Edwarl
A. Wiser, who lives on Rou'e
2 Murray; and a 1957 Ford
esriven by Jimmy Rogers,
Rt. I. Hazel, collided when one
of the vehicles attempted to turn
.ff Ryan ente Kentucky Ave..
according to police reports.
Wiser was driving west net
Ryan 'and Rogers was going east
en the same street. said police.
Two were ineired in the ac-
cident. Jimmy Rogers, 18 the
driver of one of the car., was
admitted to the Murray Hospital
with cuts nn his head. Authoritiee
at the hospital listed his rendi-
tion as "good" this morning.
Brent Adams of Murray was
treated. for a skinned forehead.
'notice said.
Damage to the cars was ex-
tensive according to police re-
ports. The fronts of both 'he
car and the truck were damaged,
'hey said.
Leopold To Give
'Money To Society
CHICAGO. Feb. 22. te —Na-
than 'Leopold has *announced
plans to tun, over the preceeds
of his autobiography to t h e
society. that awarded him the
"mercy I did not show."
The ugh his attorney, Envier
Gertz. Leopold said the bulk rq
reeenue earned from his bIlk
will be donated to the cause of
helm rag d isturbed cite kitten and
fighting juvenile delinquency'.
The book. "Life Pius 99
Years." is due for publication
March 6, roughly the game time
Leoteald will be released from
Staceville Penitentiary neer Ju-
liet. Ill.
Leopoid's autobiography is his
personal account of the -Crime
of !he Century," the sense ken
slaying eef a 14-year-old boy in
1924. • The 5.3-year-old ct•nvict
tells how he and his adored
friend, Richard Loeb, tried to
derreenterate their contempt for
ordinary standards of behavior
by murdering a child at random.
Leopold was 19. Let+, 18, and
both were intellectually gifted
and , wealthy. Believing them-
selves apart from arid ate,ve
soceety, they attempted t h e
"perfect crime."
A neighbor boy, Bobby Fienks
we; the victim of their "super-
man" theoriete The pair abduct-
ed Bobby and slew hire with a
chisel. They were captured With-
three days because Leopold lett
his glasses at the scene of the
crime.
Murray Hospital j
Friday's complete record follows:
C eisus . 40
Adult Reds 65
Emergency Beds .  25
Patients Admitted  '4
Patients Dismissed  0
Ness' Citizens  0
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day 9:30 a.m. to Friday 9:30 a.m.
Master Michael Alexander. 520
Bread St . Murray, Mrs. Nellie
Collins, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs. Jerry
Crouch and baby girl. Rt. 1,
Farmington: Mr Hoyt Elvin Mc-
Callon, Rt. 2. Murray: Mr. Wil-
liam Fair, 419 S. 10th St., Mur-
t ay; Mrs. Jimmie Lewis and
baby boy. Harlin: Miss Virginia
Kay 14nyston, nrteard Heights.
Murray; Mr. Nuel McNutt, 526
S 7th St., Murray. Mies-Cecelia
Kay . Wallace.. 1310 Poplar St..
Murray, Mrs. Brace Futrell, Rt
2. Murray.
Patients dismissed from February
19, 1958 to February 21, 1958
Mr. John M. Story, Freeman
Hotel, Murray: Mr Boice Mc-
Cuiston. Rt. 5. Murray: Min
(Continued on Back Page)
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SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 22, 1958
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they
shall be called the children of God.
Matt. 5:9.
..Luther Anderson of West Virginia settled
hi S cases out of court. He died
very wealthy. honored of all men and a shin-
TTE LEDGLIt & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
HOW BAD IS SLUMP
•
Three or four years ago former President Harry. S.1 Truman underwent a serious-operation, and fakir days
thereafter' his life was in the-balance. - '
A corps of physicians and surgeons -v.as..giving him
"everything in the,books," as the old saying'ioes, so far
as treatment was Concerned, yet he failed to mend.
Finally he asked his family doctor to persuade the
experts to leave hint alone a few days to see what would
happen and, he started to recover.
We have been thinking about his case the past few
days while reading about the frantic efforts toeovercome
the present winter slump in business and we wonder if it
woteleleit be wise to hold up on some of the proposed
measures to provide more job* and make business im-
provle.
There is no denying the fact we are experiencing a
slump in some lines, but many things aside from a let-up
in consumer demand account for it. Severe weather for
one thing.
And who doubts for a minute that the weather ac-
counts for at least half of the present unemployment.
Working ,conditions a fa'ctory may be idetst for this
sort' of weather, but if the weather interferes with shipe
mng example as well.• . ment of manufactured goods the factory is very likely
sveeseeeeeeediesiereeeeeeteeeeeeeee•••••••••••••••••, to c lose down. • -
- PUTTING GOD FIRST,' ONLY WAY
aga4i uch has been written in recent years concerning the
plastit college student of today. much of it highly unflatter-
:rtirml _ing* -
„my, Some Writers' report that many have no idea -why
yields they -ore in eollege and others say that many are- prone
- to accept the ideas of "isms- rather than -democratic
-beans ..Prt1cesses• 7
bean " It was -refreshing this past ‘‘'ednesday night to ap-
-pear -on- a- rattet--befoee it lunge group of Murray State
When we have upemployment we overlook other
things. When trade ih.our Particular. line-declines we
can't understand that ,other lines may be booming. It's
difficult to get automobiles started with the temperature
below zero, but taxis are doing a land-Office business.
And if you happen to be selling fuel instead of air-con-
ditioners, or bathing suits, you would be smiling during
this wonderful weather, rather than frowning.
Congress will s4iI4-be in -session- in-April,. and . if folks
are not buying new automobiles by then and signing
cqntractg fx_new homes, factories arld-.estores, we think
't b 1
r"-nv Y College students. must of whom are.apparently Christ- But
. •ians.
For The panel idea was formulated by Joe Williams,agrero-, - 
watt:et- baptist Student Union director, to let college students
Kent's- hear and interrogate *auks from vancrus professions,
, •
falo. crafts and skills, includings homemaking.
vane' Those on The panels. held throughout the week, gave
vane ' a short biography o-1 themselves, .gave -their own phil-
of fife. and brought Out how they as responsiblechedricada- 0!„.0p,hy
andt" e 'Cr adults could serve God in - their paraular prolession,
rnier craft, skill or job.
.The purpose of the panels was to allow students to
sIrSatv.r -see- a professional man or job holder as a human be-
e. w • ing with his own ideaetaesires-and goals.
ed In this manner,' Director Williams said.lt student
Crate . can 1.4 forvard to his I ,r her own future with a clearer
eye and see that-after all. rtitich- depends on the,indivi-
dual. The student •silsc.• can see that he can serve God in
whatever unklertairOg 40e may select. * •
• NV e were pleased to note..- that all of the students list-,
Co-- --ened attentively. and apparently appreciated theepro-_.
Yield gram to the fullest. The fact that they gave of their time
an V Was of -interest to us areT.).--- berouse they were certainly1957.
1st nompulsion to attend. We feel sure that there
act! •are Many other students 'of this same calibre attending
_..marray .state.. •
We are thankful- that nri matter what the situation
'11104.." or how, wotldly erseiety becomes, there will always
E yeting peeple %% hi, have character and integrity. and
1eh. uwert h believe at putting Ged first 4.4tte only
er in this lifetime.
non--
Vine
in K
Irr.pt
turn;
•
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PADDLE STILL USEFUL
• •
r hoot e,tih,A4'. • .
paddle is a ,- trow deterrent to misbehavior in Nash-
ville and :David...on Cnunty schtkil -systenis.
It•- use has ne er been prohibited as it ha, else-
where. hut steps_were taken soMe years ago against
the._ iiedn.rriminate use 'of the paddle.. and it is always
Used in' the presence of at least one witness.
eie or public works and other pump-priming.
not until then,
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File .
A Murray girl was injured yesterday in a two car
collision on' the East Highway. The injured girl was Miss
Shirley Alexander. also injured was Jackie Burkeen,
and Paul Butterworth. driver of the other car. All were
treated at the Murray Hospital and released.
A love offering of $1,010.00 was given to Dr. H. C.
Chiles last Sunday at the morning service of
Baptist Church. •
The love offering was taken up among the church
tp show their .appreciation for the service. of Dr. Childs
during the time Athat he has been at the church.
Three pre-med students at Murray State College
have, been accepted for entrance in Medical College end
will enroll this year.
•••
In Khartoum: Dagen header Midas Ilhatll (WI) and For.
eight KInialar igalbaseed Maligonte.Maligeoli berried I. tains.
At UN In New twit: Sudan's Delegate Vacub Osman makes
a friendly point with Egyptian Delegate Omar Leute.r.
'READY tO DEFEND'—Sudan's„Pvinter Ahdalla Khalil sent
his foreign minister flurrying to Cairo to try to settle the
territorial dispute with Egypt, but he stated In Khartoum,
"We are ready to defend our country should Egypt persist
In the present attitude.' Egypt claims some 10.000 square
miles of Sudan territory. (fist Orr 1101 toast SostsdpAoto)
Day
Lenten Devotions
from
The Upper Roonso
Two of the students. Clegg Austin, and John Paul
Butterworth, make their home in Murray. Melvin De-*!
weese. the third is a native of Bardwell.
Mrs. L. H. Robertson, age 93, died this morning at
8:55 a.m. at her home at 518 South Fourth Street.. ,. ,.... ...
. Ten Years Ago Today In the pre-sent members ofour colleges we have the future.... _
. teachers and rulers of our 'aattion
Ledger & Times File -the professional men and worn-
The Murray High School Tigers were unable to hit
-from the floor during the first half last night and went
down into defeat before the Tilghman Tornadoes by a
score of 36-35 on the Paducah floor.:
----The -Billington-Jortes Motor --ConipanY-- -has- installed
new Bear Wheel aligning equipment, according. to Owen
Billington. manager. Rudy Barnett. who has just com-
pleted,i course in its use, will be in charge of the equip-
ment.
Miss. Sarah Ruth Illuidee. elan
Rhodes. IN now home economISt for the •Philco Company
in Memphis, Tenn. She is a graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State College where she receivedParents of a generation or two ago were convinced -
' her'Smith-Hughes degree in irome economics in Augustthat more harm I. done by punishing an innocent child 1946.
than the g.00d that may be accomplished by paddling!' The Rotary Club Of Murray is planning a tree plant-
a guilty oil... hut in,Nashville school leaders have . tried I ing ceremony in the ,courtyard on Monday. February 23,
:Sticee..fully to rflaintiltn discipline by restricted' use -of in honor of Paul Harris,. founder of Rotary.
'the' paddle. R. L. Doneleon of Murray Route 2 claims that he has'
Relaxatio in.. Of th, compulsory attendance law is ad- had only fifteen brthddys, but says that he would have
trouble proving that he is fifteen years old. He was bornvoeated a. a further means of improving school disci- on February 29, 18S4.
pline. One .uperintendent siTs he has yet to see a•boy,
or girl. from 15 to 17 who actually wants to' quit sehool
to walk across the .tage and -pick up a diploma. -
Public education. like everything elese provided by
the taxpayer in a -seela-k-mitoissdsdemotteitey, is ssenetimes -
lake,u.for.grantedteth in sume cases. eonsidered _14,urt
den rather than a privilege. .
It is quite alrlght•to force edocation on -the very •
young. ,but some, girls and boYs at fifteen- to seventeen
know where:Ailey w aut to ,go and it my be a mi.take
to keep them in hool against their
The present trouble in school systems all over the
country is certainly proving efre thing - schools are hest
When run 14 Inca) officials rather than when discipline
is left -up to federal trotipe as in Little Rock. Arkansas,
where one of nine students has been expelled after tax-
payer- expended five million (tellers to keep them in
Si
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11 :00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church flour
,vors.
43111-al
ht
20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
!lead Philippians 2:5-13.
Let ihis mind be in you, which.
was also in 'Christ Jesus (Philip-
plans 2:5)."
The book, Prayers for Colleges.
by W. S. Tyler, gave, to John
R. Mott a sense of mission: It
prompted him to give his lifZ-
'r service 4o college students.
Here is a quotation taken from
Tyler's beek on the importance
of prayer for collegesi"We eteauld
prey for eel:ties because rn to
doing we pray for every thing
en of influence of the coming
generation - the rising hope of
our country, the chnrch. and the
world."
Decisions made b.), in
their college days have had in
many instances far-reaching in-
fluence. IFFir example the !airbus
"haystack" prayer meeting .was
held by five seudents from Wie-
ham-s Colege. Bowed in prayer
f'under a haystack, they (I.-rhea:0,
i their livee
in foreign lands.
-Let us continue' to pros for
the comeerated students in our
school's and c,,:lcges.
Prayer
Dear Father. through Thy Holy
Spar;: cf•ntinue to ;tient within
the lives of our you,h the desire
for goodness and virtue. Give to
them the courage and willingness
to make known to all people Thy
redemptive plan For man. Thr-
ough Jesus Christ - our Lord.
Amen.
Thought-for the 'Day
Today I pray for those who
have„rledicated their liyee to the
work-of Christ's kingdom.
John 0. Gross (Kentucky)
S
0. C. Wells, Jr., 0.0„ who was graduated from the
Northern Illinois College of Optometry- iii -"Chicago, W.,
last Friday. today joined his father in his office's here •
as practicing optometrist. Wells is 21 years old:
Max Churchill suffered an attack of appendicitis
Tuesday night and was carried to the Mason Hospital
for observation.• _ •
• Friends of Mrs. Lois Waterfield will be pleased but
not surprised that she has the honor of being one of
ten women in the United States to be called to the Aood-
men Circle Headquartersfi Omaha. Nebr.. to be guest of
this :organization because of her outstanding, work.
Ott Saturday. February 5. Mrs. Kate Moss celebrated
her ninetieth birthday with a party at the home Of
her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Carr, with who she ha) made
her home for the past seven years. •
Word' was 'received here today that Charles Boyd
Houston made 6 grade of 97 percent, the highest made,
in a civil service exaMinatiorefor Los Angeles city police-•
•men la.,t 
w ek,.
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
TOP CARPENTER INDICTED—The
president of the Carpenters
union, Maurice A. Hutcheson
(above). Vice President 0. Wil-
liam Bleier and Treasurer
Frank M. Chapman are under
Indict ment in Indianepolia,
charged with bribery In the
Indiana highway right-of way
wandaL They are accused of
giving a state official 116,500,
and making a "quickie" profit
of 881,400. (International)
How To Rec-ogruz. e
A Real Blizzard
CHICAGO -An- A blizzard
s just a cekl, windy show,.
storm to many of us, but the
Weather Bureau hes a • very
exact de-ISM:ion for it- and a
mete:mar...el one too.
Depending on where we live,
i blizzard may be what makes
the bus, or train run kate, what
tempts the wife to- point to the
snow ti-vol or what improves
the winter tourist nu:Tines.
But t, weathemien, "est old
heavy Irene-fall isn't a bazaar&
---no maelor tem, much .IC..4
nuisance it may be. In fct.a it
nuisance it may be. In fact, it
deterilt even have to snow.
„ If :You, are deafened by- gale
winds. eh .keel and - blinded by
.znow and numb wt:h cold. then,
weathermen admit. you May be.
in a bilzzarst It 'takes -one- art
stake one part blowing snow
and e one part frigid tempera-
tures te..make a real Wizzerd.
The' snev. can be . picked up
fr en the ground.
Here is how the weather ex-
perts put -it:
'The wit. le a tin 'sphere by -
c im es filled with needielike
sheet 'and ice crystals which
driven -by a odd wind of gale
 terve -itrIng--the flesh and sift
through he trier. crevices.
Caught .n such a blast, ,ine runs
the risk of suffocation while ice
deist Which penetrates the
.ng a moire ctrok-
the than a summer dust storm.
"It is impewible to see mure
than 10 feet-there is , such a
reireng arid eornrrio.tion. that. the
human voice can scarcely inake
itself heard."
Technically, a bliipard has
winds of more than 32 irides an
hour with 'low temperatures
and ,'new cutting viability to-
less than 500 feet. A severe
blizzard rides lin winds f more
than 45, miles an hour with
temeratures below 10 degrees
and near-zeru visibility in hea-
vy' blowing snow.
Pennsylvanian
Claims Blood
Donor Title
WILKI-14A1111.E. Pa. --ar-
Kal C. Lavinepten lays claim to
being 'Clearnpiere Eked doner of
the world."
Livingretr n. a Werki War 11
veteran who has been donating
blued since 1931. recently com-
pleted his Slet sation given to
the Red Cr-es. He is chairman
of the bleed donor co MIMS .1 CC
of the Miners Mills American
Legion Peet 741
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Korea Attempting To Solve
A Serious Leprosy Problem
UnsitzoedmPris_118 Staffe_  An Correspondentann 
Of
Sy SAMUEL KIM
lepers is roaming the hams and
countryside of South Korea in
search of food and social :le-
ceptranee. But sociologists and
medical experts say the search
is a vain one.
Ignorance, deep-rooted social
prejudices and inadequate med-
ical AM& and facilitietef doom
'
-the bulk of the lepers to a life
of social ostracism and sure,
im es sw ilk, death from7,fsea);:earstha. t has struck fear an
the hearts of men for thousands
BAti Korean and foreign lep-
rosy experts here say there is
little+, doubt that ostracism of
lepers is worse here than in any
other country. They are qwick
to punt out ,that the prouchce
is 'based. as. 4. the ease in most
other nations. on the lack of
knowledge about theoffeliwaw es
well -as an unreaaming fear.
This. corithined prejudice and
fear eukniniated last August
when 22 leper; were beaten to
death and worts were injured.
This incident wok place on
the -tiny island of Pideri, jut*
off the sieuthern coast near
Pusan-. An angry neob of stick
and et-ewe-1-w 'riding f istermen
attacked more thin 100 lepers
w ho _week_ ,attlemettingIxi
homes on the
The fishermen, tvpinal f the
S,.uth Korean attitude, said they
attacked the lepers -and- at-
tempted to drivt 'them [learn the
island because -'-he levers neght
contaminate their fish products.
"Even if . the lepers didn't
'contaminate our fish." une fish-
erman .explathed, "Nobody
would buy our products."
Control Program
President Sengrnan Rhee was
alarmed art the incident that
he at ,tiee called for an "all-
out" leprrsy c.-ntr pregratn.
and the ministry I health and
*a KlfaivIte..-4.yteatea'rs plan broc"fighvintg the
disease and care fur ,the afflic-
ted.
Ph- g vernmert already is
spending alinure 50 pert. cent of
its entire hearth budget on its
loprasy program.
Officiad Korean eirtimate-s place
the teal number f lepers at a
minimum of 46.006. Butt. eati-
'flbâtt'a by preninent leravasy ex-
perts place the figure at some-
where between 100,000 and 200,-
000.
FEwever. only about 22.0oge 01
them are being treated in five
hat:- -nal . *. ...Rai, 14 private
leprosaktia -and nine- col,,nies:
An- 14 ht.17 .5.000 arc receivtng
medical treatment .n their
nine".
Yun Suk Weo. chief of
the innistry's mirtical facilities
Seen!. ,n. tAuld .The 0 iv ernmeni
canes.; give all leprosy patiente
incititutteiricat care because the
exieting facilities are so severely
limited.
reedatif 10.000 patients.
rang btrikt--a-•- teprheartum
which Will la cable to acom-
house in Asia,"
"It will be- 'the biggest leper
Yun seed the paniertadidis , plan-
e s, the big pr,blernis faced'
by the gevernment is the re-
fusal of patients te leave even
after they are cured and bac-
terioktgicalty negatiee. These
patients knew they will never be
accereed into society and will
and f''reclottth.ding'), 
seas
 eifurig-ye 
fur 
leave f' the
inetituti,nz. he !eild.
Waste of Money
"About 30 per cent • of the
lepers rs nt in institute-ins
'cLosed cases'," Yun said
"We are pi:arming •,” establiSh
'hope villages' an- them and
help them support themselves."
But even then, these villoges
would cereiteute only another
form ef eegregation. an Ameri-
can" termy 'worker of:Served;
leha rri J, Underve • .71. d reic -
tot in Kerea of the American-
Korean Fotinciation, one of six
-reign V-, rathitr3' deerbeieS he )-
in lepr,7sy pn.grams in Korea,
-,aid art ishiceitkinar -Campaign
must be launched to wipe out
-undue -prejudice. and fear."
He pointed 1,11t the4 the -1Co-
riie, jan.,,gfovrnern,iumeyht biyr; ',414.4x.wateti,naginga
ter sic e ossoi.
'"While nearly one .- hell of
e eupperted by taxes in
government instilutione; have
0.-en erit,d -arf. no longer
eitected," he said, "there el. 6
many Thousaros of casts walk-
ing in the streets actively
spreading the disease."
Another ninciicrap arises from
the desire of most Koreans who
contact leprosy to hide the fact
The majority of them hesitate
to eonsalt with a doctor tint,,
it is too late.
According to Yun, 'it takes
live arid a halt years, tin tie
average, before a leper knocks
-on Me daor et a doctor in Ko-
rea -after he first contacts the
disease. -
"This -makes early diagnosis
very difficult in' Korea,". Xun
explained. "Most Korean*, thank
leprosy is incurable."
He cited an old Korean saying
that leprosy progresses for
"three years without knowing,
three years after knowing arid
another three years before per-
ishing."
Despite widespread belief in
Korea and mieS other countries,
about 95 per cent of leprosy
cases can be cured' if dis-
covered in the early *ages.
Washington Has
Junkyard Project 0
•
CHICAGO - - Head-
quarters of the feat ona Ass,n-
c••at,ei of 1.-:,_s_;r40 and Res.
development - disclosed
that Washington. I). C., is try-
ing to make junkyards look 're-
spectable.
Jj;gh.iff.cials of the' capitals'
sanitation, health, license, fire
and nikee department*: are*
dealing with junkyaritti from
different% aspects, the asseeia-,
lion said. But all units are
working togii.her n a sinKle
seteeof regulations which would
keep junkyard-s'fieim be.ng eye-
s,:res and hazards to heath and
traftc.
The. action folItivee aCCI1A1-
tions levelled against junkyard
owners, ttne aWeiciation said, ofm
errecting makeetift us-"P
Mg improper fences often made
of old doers. Lading and un-
loading in 'street, and ma:train-
ing breeding pl.ces ,for rodents.
CHRISTMAS-610EL
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Rey Kenneth Snow, pastor of
the Scottville Methodist church,
efflefeted V rne trai trraigt , of
Pearl Chr.etrnas to Leonard.
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The Ledger ft Times Sports Page
First In Lead Sports News * First In United Press Sports News
Basketball
Baseball
Today's Sports News Today
Football
Tennis
ob Half One In
CAA And N.I.T.
By FRANK LITSKY
United Press Sports Writer
The men who pick the teams
for the NCAA and National
Invitation Basketball tournaments
found their task half completed
today, with the NCAA getting
most of the prize plums.
At the start of the day, the
Invitation tourney in New York
had lined up six of its 12 teams,
the latest acceptance coming from
St. John's of Brooklyn (12-6).
The NCAA tournament, which
-added Temple (20-2) and Man-
hattan (11-8) Friday night, had
seven of its 24 teams.
Actually, the NCAA a I s o
reached the .500 mark because
- it nom/ has filled four of its
eight at large" berths. The 16
other teams are conference rep-
resentatives who -Cruelty aueo-
matically. Three of the 16 have
been chosen with e host of
nationally ranked powers still to
come.
Tourneys Want Temple
The Invitation tournament was
tehot after Temple, which sports
an 18-game winning streak, long-
est in the country. The Owls,
ranked sixth by the United Press
'Board of Coaches, got the NCAA
nod from the Middle • Atlentic
Conferenee, Temple accepted afro
er being assured that its three
_Negro players would receive
Nationals
Announce
Schedule
CINCINNATI 4/1 — After one
false start, the National League
announced its official 1958 sched-
ule, including Los Angeles and
San Francisco for the first time
in history and an all-time record
total of 274 night games.
National League officials 'origi-
nally had planned to announce
their schedule on Jan. 24, but
they had to go to work and
draw up a new one when several
of- the Dodger dates conflicted
with other events previously slat-
ed for their Memorial Coliseum'ball park in Los Angeles.
The Dodgers ironed out their
difficulties by scheduling four
twi-night doubleheaders at home.
Los Angeles opens the season
at San Francisco on April 15
and after a three-game series,
the Giants travel south to Los
Angeles for another three-game
series, the Giants travel south
le Los Angeles for another three-
game series with the Dodgers
here beginning April 18
All National League clubs will
appear on the West Coast by
April 29 with the exception of
the world champion Milwaukee
Braves and Cincinnati Redlegs,
who make their first official
visit to California on June 3.
Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia now constitute
the Eastern Division of t he
eague.
This year's •night game total
represents an increase of 13 over
the 261 scheduled last year,
which was the prvious National
League high.
The Philadelphia Phillies are
listed to play the most night
games at home, 47, an increase
of four over last year.
Pittsburgh made the biggest
increase in its night game sched-
le, going from 27 a year ago
to 33. The Cubs will continue
their policy of no night ball at
house.
The Pirates are scheduled for
the most doubleheaders at home
—11. The Dodgers will play
seven twinbills, including the
four twi-nighters.
In addition to the Giants-
Dodgers inaugural on April 15,
'other opening day pairings call
or Philadelphia at Cincinnati;
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, and
Chicago at St. Louis in a night
game.
The anneal All-Star game will
be played at Baltimore, 4July
8, and the National League sea-
son winds up Sept. 28.
Bout Rescheduled
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. rIPI —The
Art Aragone-Chico Vejar bout
scheduled for Hollywood Legion
Stadium March 11 has been
rescheduled for Saturday, March
15, but will not be televised.
Saturday night bouts from the
Legion Stadium usually are tele-
vised over.a local network.
equal treatment during the re-
gional playoffs at Charlotte, N.
C. •
Conference representatives al-
ready in the NCAA tourney, in
addition to Temple, are Con-'
necticut (Yankee) and Idaho
Slate (Rocky Mountain). i'At
large" teams are Manhattan, Ok-
lahoma State, Notre Dame and
Pittsburgh, all coveted by the
New York tournament sponsors.
The field for the Invitation
tourney includes St. John's, Ford-
ham, St. Peter's (N. J.), St.
Bonaventure, Niagara and Day-
ton.
Things will get even livelier
for the NCAA cumnetition be-
cause Kansas State, West Vir-
ginia, Cincinnati and San Flan-
cisco are favored to win con._
Nrence. titles which will quality
them fo rthe national tournament.
Those teams stand 1-2-3-4 in
the United Press ratings.
Eight Leaders See Arlon
Tonight will see eight' of the
top 10 teams in action. The
Mis-
souri, Pittsburgh at West Vir-
ginia, 
find Kansas State at  m
Tulsa at Cincinnati, Kansas
(No. 5) at Nebraska, Temple
against Villanova at the Phila-
delphia Palestra, HoustOrgat Ok-
lahoma State (No. 7), La Salle
at North Carolina State (Nu. 8)
and Wisconsin at Michigan State
(No. 10). San Francisco (No. el)
and Duke (No. 9) are idle.
eThe three leading scorers in
major college ranks renew their
private battle tonight. Elgin Say-
lor of Seattle (33.85 points per
game) tries to fatten his average
against Idaho State. Oscar Rob-
ertson of Cincinnati (33.62) faces
Tulsa while Wilt Chamberlain
of Kansas (31.41) goes against
Nebraska.
In games Friday night, Duke
overcame a 12-point deficit to
beat 11th-ranked Maryland. 68-
59, for its 11th straight victory;
Dick Csencsitz and George Sch-
midt led Pennsylvania to an
87-74 triumph over Dartmouth
that moved the Quakers to within
one game of the Ivy League
leaders; and Syracuse won frorr
Penn State. 45-31. after freezing
the ball for 10 minutes and
31 seconds in the first half
against the Nittany Lion zone
defense.
Kirksey Wins
Over Hazel
Last Night
The Kirksey Eagles pulled
away in the final canto Friday
night to defeat visiting Hazel,
71-58. Kirksey lost to the Lions
in an earlier encounter.
Kirksey opened the game 2-0
but a long lead swapping series
set in that saw the first period
end with the score knotted at
15-all. The Eagles moved away
at the start of the second quartet'
but the determined Lions again
closed the gap and took the
lead. But the Lions fell behind
in the closing seconds of the
secont period and Kirksey emerg-
ed with a three point advantage,
26-23, at halftime.
The third stanza was but a_
reproduction of the first. The
Lion,' deadlocked the contest five
times in the period but were
never able to grasp the lead.
Kirksey led, 40-38, at the end
of three
A Kirkeey offense sparked by
Hal Adams who poured in 10
points in the closing quarter pull-
ed the Eagles away from foul
weakened Hazel. Kirksey enlarg-
ed its margin to register the
victory.
The victors hit 24 of 58 field
goal attempts for 41 per cent
while the losers connected on
25 of 64 shots from the field
for 39 per ient. The Eagles
pushed in 23 of 35 shots from
the foul lane for 66 per cent.
'Hazel copped a poor 35 per cent
of Its foul shots hitting 8 of 23.
A total of 23 fouls were charged
to the Lions as compared to 16
called on the Kirksey squad.
It was the last regular game
of the season for both teams.
Kirksey won the B team game,
55-19.
Gary Key was the top scorer
for the contest with 25 points
Coleman Reeder aideerlhesKirk-
sey cause with 20. Duncan got
19 for Hazel with Waters and
Moss adding 11 and 10 respect-
ively.
Ted Atkinson and friend ...
Jr.s•
=NIL
HALL OF FAME jockey Ted Atkinson, one of the all-time
greats of American turfdom,' gets the lowdown straight from
the horse's mouth as he visits a promising two-year-old colt
that appears to have everything but a name! A son of famous
Count Fleet, winner of the Triple Crown, the expensive thorough-
bred will go to the person who comes up with a winning name for
it in the annual Kentucky Club Derby Day Contest now underway.
Atkinson selected the contest colt at the Saratoga Sales last
surn[ller.
urray High Edges By Lynn
Grove With 59-58 Score
By TED SYKES
The Murray High Tigers swept
past the Lynn Grove, Wildcats
last night in a close. hard fought
battle. Murray froze the ball in
the remaining seconds of the
game to take the honors, 59-58.
The game jumped into a Nett
pact with Hurt opening for Mur-
ray. Eddie Wells and Dan Pugh
added more Tiger points, to put
Murray ahead 11-1 with five
minutes left in the stanza.
Lynn Grove. scoring ace Rod--
ney Warren, drummed up Wild-
cat points, but Murray controlled
the first period In-11.
The pace took a dive early
in the second period ..s each
team settled d_own to careful
shooting. Henry, Pugh and Wells
clicked tor Murray and Warren
kept Lynn Greve running a
close race. Joe Brewer added
the last Tiger point and Murray
again found themselves on top
of a .29-26 score, ending the
half.
The Tiger team stalled the
opening minutes of the third
period and Lynn Grove pulled
up to challenge Murray's lead.
With five minutes left in the
period the Wildcats put the game
at a 32-32 deadlock. Lynn Grove
tied the - game four times but
they could not break the lead
of the determined Tiger team.
Murray finally pulled away
Jets Invade
Rebels And
Win 97-71
The North Marshall Jets in-
vaded thetr Southern' neighbors
Friday night and trounced the
Rebels, 97-71.
North was never in any dif-
ficulty in registering the win
and led by a good margin at
every quarter stop.
White Sox
.Complete
Job Signing
with the period erding. 47-42,
Lynn Grove trailing.
Fast breaks and the foul line
became of impektance during the.
last period for both teams. Mur-
ray took control of the back-
boards bu t found themselves
leading only two points, 50-48
with five minutes remaining in
the game.
A scoring duel between Mur-
ray's laan Pugh and Lynn Grove's
Rodney Warren developed in tAe
closing three minutes. Warren
tied the game at 52-52. Pugh I
clicked but Warren matched,
54-54.
The Jets were out front, 28-14
by the end of the first quarter
and held a halftime lead of 54-
30.
Jimmy Lampley took scoring
honors with a 27-point per-
formance for the Jets but South
Marshall Rebel, Jerry York. was
close behind with 25. Ten North
Marshall players entered t h e
scoring *column in notching the
victory.
North Marshall
South Marshall
28 43 133 97
14 30 50 71
North Marshall (97)
Boyle 9, Stice 2, Lampley 27,
Wommack 4, Hall 14, Spiceland
4, Ricks 16, King 2, Larmier 15,
Heilala 4.
South Marshall (71)
Green 9, Bohannen 4, Mathis
9, Nanney 2, Jones 2, York 25,
Lynch 9, Morgan 11.
BETSY LEADS
SAN FRANCISCO — Betsy
Rawls has maintained a 75.18
scoring average in the first five
tournaments sponsored this year
by t h e Women' e Professional
Golfer's Association to hold the
lead in money-winning at $3,-
503.25. Patty Berg ranks second
in both departments with a 75.21
average and $2,534.75.
Pugh ripped the netting again,
folowed by 'doe Brewer setting
the score board at 58-54. Warren
rolled in two ()re field goals
but Buddy Farris' free throw
with forty seconck clinched the
Tiger victory. Murray ran out
the clock and left the floor with
10_59-58 win. 1
Scoring honors or the night
went to Rodney Warren who
connected for 38 points. Dan
Pugh was the Tiger high point
man with 23 of his teams 59
tallies. Murray High ,attempted
25 free throws and dropped
through 12 while Lynn trove
connected for 16 out of 27. Mur-
ray was chargtel with 22 fouls
as compared_ to 15 called an
Wildeats.
The Tiger' B team racked up
another win as they ran over
the Wildcats B team. 46-18.
Murray High 19 29 47 59
Lynn Grove 11 26 42 58
Murray High (SS)
Hurt '7. Pugh 23, E. Wells 11,
Farris 2, Roberts 2, Henry IL
Rose 4, Brewer 4.
Lynn Grov• (58)
Manning 1, Lamb 14, Tarry
Warren 38.
By UNITED PRESS
The Chicago White Sox Thurs-
day completed the signing of the
$125,000 "big four" pitching staff
they hope can win the American
League pennant in '58.
Manager Al Lopez' front-line
pitching was rounded out when
Dick Donovan, 6-foot, 3-inch,
-205-pound right-hander. agreed
to terms for an estimated $28.-
000. A White Sox spokesman
said Donovan receiver a 70 per
cent raise—largestin the history
of the club.
Donovan is expected to join
with Billy Pierce, Early Wynn
and Bob Keegan to give the
White Sox four starting pitchers
the equal of any rival quarA
in the league. Piercf, Wkneant
Keegan signed previously for a
total of about $97,00e.
The New York Yankees an-
nounced that they have signed
third-string catcher Darrell John-
son but that the "big one" —
Mickey Mantle — got away_
Mantle was supposed to meet
with Lee MacPhaile. Yankee di-
rect6r of personnel, at St, Peters-
burg, Fla., Wednesday, but never
put in an appearance.
The big news at Lakeland,
Fla, WednesdaY...Wa&s_lhal_ _Har-
vey Kuenn had finally agreed
to terms. Kuenn, who slumped
from .332 in 1956 to .277 "last
season, is being shifted frum
shortstop to first base or the
outfield. General Manager John-
ny McHale said Kuenn accepted
the club's orginal terms — in
other words a cut.
George Crowe remained tht
Cincinnati Redlegs' only unsatis.
tied player when catcher Ee
Bailey and pitcher Johnny Klipp
stein signed The Pittsburgh Pi
rates signed outfielder-firet base
man Paul Smith and the Bristol
Red Sox revealed the signing of
pitcher Gary Blaylock.
Whatever
Idappened To
HARLOND CLIPT
By United Prees
Harlond Cleft, who spent most
of his 12 year major league
career with the lowly St. Louis
Browns, wps such a fine third
baseman that arguments raged
annually over whether he or
Red Rolfe of the Yankees was
the .best in the league. In 1938,
he set a home run record for
third basemen with 36 and
throughout his career' remained
a phenomenal fielder. After 10
years with the Browns, he was
traded to Washington in 1943
and missed something he'd truly
earned — a plane on the 1944
pennant winner,- of the Browns.
He retired after the '45 season.
Whatever happened to Harlond
Clin' Today, now 45, he is a
rAft-e-h-e-rat Selah,i
Wash., and his 20-year old son,
Harlond, Jr., is listed as a pitcher
by Memphis in the Southern
Association in only his second
year as a pro.
St
Redbirds Down
AImo High
Last Night
The New Concord Redbirds de-
feated a visiting quintet from
Alms, High School Friday night,
59-48.
New Concord led by only four
points. 19-15, at the end of
the first quarter of play and
was out front by seven, 33-26,
at the halftime. The big 'Birds
managed to enlarge their margin
to nine points in the third steno
and 11 in the final canto to
whip the stubborn Warriors, 59-
48.
Scoring was led by Joe Green
with 18 points Four Redbirds
hit in, double figures. Lovett and
Furgerson led the losers with
13 and 11 points respectively.
New Concord 19 33 48 59
Almo 15 26 39 48
New Concord (59)
Green 16, Rowland 12, Wil-
'Nigh-by 11, C. Hendon 6, D.
Hendon 14.
Almo (48)
Furgerson 11, Lee 8, Lamb 9,
Overby 2, Gilliam 4, Lovett 13.
WOLFSON ELECTED
AUGUSTA, Ga. tft — Sam
Wolfson of Jacksonville. Fla , was
elected president of the South
Atlantic Baseball League Friday,
5' replacing Hall ••=of Earner Bill
Terry, who recently resigned the
post and led a syndicate that
bought the Jacksonville .Braves
from Wolfsen.
DEMARET TO DEFEND
BATON ROUGE, La. St —
Defending champion Jimmy De-
maret today headed a list of
top golfers who have accepted
invitations to compete in the
Baton Rouge tournansent next
week.
. Saturday
Wingo at North Marshall
Atomic Valley
Next Monday
Lyon County vs
Feast Construction at Sharpe
DORqUITI Tne vs. Hu gg at Sharpe
Hardin vs Princeton at Fredonia
Cunningham at Benton
Mayfield at Murray
PA-1!111
Braves Sign Big H.
aron Today For 58
. By JOE SARDIS
United Press Sports Writer
Quiet Henry Aaron, one of the
biggest Esti in the Milwaukee.
pond, was landed by the Braves
Today when the National Lea-
gue's Moet Valuable Ploy er
agreed to terms.
The slender outfiekier,.. w h
lets his bat do all his ialking fir
nen, settled 1958 curetrset terms
with Milwaukee General Mena-
ger'John Quinn Friday ought in
4a brief teleehene call from
Jacksonville, Fla. Quinn also
nailed catcher 'Del Crandall in
a telephone - cell to Follereln,
Calif.
Aarori,•-Orto led the OiL in
homers with 44 in 1957, is be-
lieved to have consented to
terms calling for a - 195:3 serfary
of $40,000. Alaron also batted in
132 runs last season and had
a .322 bating average. His home
run in a game against 'the St.,
Louis Cardinals clinched the
flag for the Braves and Aaron
went on to spark his club to uhe
world championship in the World
Series with the New York Yan-
kees.
13 To Sign
The Braves still have 13 play-
ers to sign with the oficial op-
ening of spring training only a
week away. Among The unsign-
ed are World Series her.) Lew
Burdette, who 'beat the Yankees
three times, star second base-
man Red Schocindienst and home
run slugger', .Eddie Mathews. All
three are holding out for big
raises after banner seasons.
Schoc•ndienst and Mathews are
believed to have earned $35.000
each last season while Burdet-
te's sulary is estimated at $20,-
000.
Meanwhile, star left handers
'Whitey Font and Johnny An-
bOth of whom slipped a
couple of notithes last year, also
agreed to. terms.
Ford, veho leads- all active ma-
jor league pitchers in winning
percentage and earned run aver-
age, consented to the same sal%
ary he ,got last season after a
huddle with New Ye:* Yankee
player director Lee MeePtrail at
St. Petersburg, Fla,
Phoned Acceptance
Antonelli, who won only 12
games. ..and lost 18 Last . •A•lilt8t41,
t ined his acceptance to
San Francisco Ciant Vict.• Presi-
dent Chub Feeney from h i s
liank Aaruki
bras ca
home in R.Aireeter, .N.Y. The
tali left, hander, tie Giants' top
pitcher since 194 when he led
the club to the NL pennant and
the world championship. also
signed. for the seme salary he
got last year,. around $25,000.
M eoPtrai I got together with
pitchor Bob Grim and star out-
fielder Mickey Mantle in an ef-
fort to line trhern up ki-fore
March 1, buthotteing cam: ot
the meetings. The Yankees still
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
East
Pennsylvania 87 Dartmouth 74
Harearct 59 Princeton 54
Syracuse 45 Penn St.. 31
Wagner 53 CCNY 50
Cornett 73 Brown 69
Yale 78 Columbia 68 -
St. Josephs Pa. 83 Virginia 61
Duke 68 Maryland
59
Wm. & Mary 88 Wash & Lee 72
South
Mt. St. Marys 93 Baltimore U. 76
American U. 83 Loyola Md. 54
Loyula La. 85 SW La. In. 73
Sewanee 69 Mississippi Coll. 64
*Await
Knox 55 Chicago U. 45
Ill. Normal 70 N. Illinois 69
Coe 95 'Monmouth 70
Kansas City Mei. U. 63 Tabor 5,"
Carthage 80 Westmar 788
Texas Southern 83 Vv'ylie 62
Huston-Tillotson 96 Rusk 56
Abelene Chris, 83 Midwestern 72
West
Wyoming 74 Brigham Young 46
Fresno St -Elr Los Angeles St 57
San Fran U. 67 Santa Clara 50
UCLA 46 Stanford 43
have nine players outside the
fold.
Washington Senator President
Calvin Griffith, who couldn't
get .arkywthere in his talks with
unsigned star R o y Sievers,
changed his tack with veiled
hints of 'a 1i4sible trade. But
Si eV en.; , who led the American
League in home runs and runs
batted in last season, remained
adamant in his bid for a 100
per cent rise over the $19,000
he got in 1957. Griffith has of-
fered him $30,000.
iGii
,Resuits
By United Press
NEW YORK—(Madison Square
Garden)—Alex Miteff. 205, Ar-
gentina, outpointed Nino ,Valdes.
209Ies, Cuba (10).
GOTHENBURG, Sweden --. In-'
gemar Johansson 1971/4. Sweden,
stopped Joe Erskine 192i, Wales
(13).
WANT TO BUY
Used Simmons Hide-A-Bed. Lie-
ed seven piece chrome break-
fast set. Electric refrigerator.
Must be in excellent condition.
Dan Mears. Springville, Tenn,
Phone 1022-.1.
••
"VERY FUNNY"
limp sortTowne
"Irma? 4 the men at the Me4 Ball tonLeht
nig IIICOVSLIP wit out at um/ °nu
SEE: "OPERATION
MAD BALL"
VARSITY Starts Sunday!
LOOK TO
Your Daily
LEDGER & TIMES
Full
SPORT
COVERAGE
LOCAL SPORTS PLUS THE FULL LEASED
WIRE OF THE UNITED PRESS
SPORTS PICTURES by International Soundphoto
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Mrs. 011ie Brown
Tells Homemakers
About Roses
Mrs., OlLe Brown spoke to
int/embers of the South Murray
Homemakers Club recently in
the home of Mrs. Sam Knight..
South 15th Street at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Browns subject was "Grow-
ing Roses"
The necessary steps In pre-
paring a bed f o r roses well
ahead of pkarsting tune was de-
scribed by Mrs. Brown. For
the most beautiful effect, roses
alike stsould be grown together,"
Mrs. Brown stated. Methodis of
planting. cuhis-at ing pruning
and spharing which would give
beg- rehitts were explained and
qiiesethre were answered. The
amerce-no* of correct mulctung
and4 s-ateraig was empbas:zed:
meeting was called to
by the president, Mrs.. N.
P Iarvits Mrs. Henry Hargis
used t h e thought,
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday February 22
The Alpha Departrnent of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 2:30 in the afternoon at the
club house. Speaker will be
Miss Rub* Sarah on "Pacts,
Faith, Failures and Formulas."
Hostesses are Mesdames H C.
We...Abridge, V. W. Windeor,
Robert Hornsby, Mary Brown
and Miss Betty Lagoa.
• • • •
Monday, February 24
Circle V of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 pm. in the social
hall.
• • • • •
-The American Lego; Auxil-
iary will meet at the Collegiate
Grill at 630 in the evening foul
sv-ng Artl R 
•
Acebriltimi
 sr_lt
 kes
a dinner meeting.
• .. • •
The Surburban Homemakers
Club will meet at 6:00 in the
home of Mrs. Paul Max Wilson
on Whienell Avenue.. •
• • • •
Tuesday, February 25
The WSCS of the Flint Bap-
net Churah will hold a Audy
course at 6:30 pin. The book,
-Look. Look the Cities." will
be presented by Mrs. E. C. Park-
er of the First Brapast Church.
The president. Mrs. Bernie Mil-
ler.- urges all Lacess to attend.
• • • •
The Lydian Class at the First
Sweat Church will meet tin the
home ,of Mrs. Owen' HAI/neon
at 700 in the evening. Group V.
Mrs. Noble Ferns as captain, is
in charge.
;ritual seeds of love and kind- n eview The county and coy library is
nese in her devotioniT a rid
gave a brief review of the life
of Jesse Stewart.
Ain informative report on the
activities in which the :delegates
partscipated during the Farm and
Hoepe Conlerence Leainguaa.
%vas Inver. by Mrs. Cavitt.
Retreetiments were served the!
17 members . by the hog esses,
anti visitors were Mrs. Ruby
Led and, ,Mre. James Shelton.
Mni. Bob Barrel: svas co-hostess.1
The next meeting, Marto: 13,
will be on modern food prepa-
ration in oven and refngeratot
It will be :mid, in the home Ad
• NEW YORK - - Sears-se
harchus is a Greek St-vest*
who mere a large fleet of oil
tankers sod an anflortant
;wition. - -at -gaiwungai
latter is on seei. at the Knokd-
ler Galleries. --
Cesanne's "Aqueduct at the
Luck" is perhaps me' muse fasci-
nating painting in the extubt-
UOTI.I.
The aqueduct, painted in
Warm. ligne glowing colors, is
stuated at the center of the
canvas_ Flanked by the cipanue
foliage ,f dark, green trees, itMr,. D Murphy.. South 15th -nerriois its noble shape 1.11 theStriae ie.::: Mrs. Maurice ou-.s- limpid waters of she lock.t pter as ro-hostese.
• • s • tjtshe trees and the water in
the. surter par of the lock are
History of Hazel ,r,:y hotly sketched. Theirstructure. and eekeential &arse-
PT.-1 Is Given At ter are just indicated..
Recent..11eeting The aqueduct and sts reflex:n the water are drawn with I ii.rtment of the Murray Worn-
-Our Ikr.tuile-. ihatury 
Preens:on and ftriality. The ie.,- an Club the correct way to diet,
raw Raze, PTA. was give, a. a rnethial ara irespeed by seery tne factS on 
reducing and the
nwesting test ,..firgamancw, re_ shape -h_s. materialized itself PrOper foods to eat She spoke
at the club's regular meetingmail) Mrs Wiley Parker was lere with a suneeseity and cia-
'pen this afternoon from 1:30
until 4:30 on the second floor
in the court house.
• • • •
Thursday. February 27
The Magai.ne Club will meet
for a lunchou meeting at 1:00
gi the afternoon at the Woman's
Club House llembers may bring
guests arid reeervations must be
celled in to Mrs. Jack Kennedy
as soen as possible.
• • • • -
Fresh meat *souk' be un-
wraslped beiare it is stored in
the refrigerator. Cover it loose-
ly to allow for air circulation.
• . •
•
prognarn ehainsain.
Mrs ltery- tare a Itri
histrry of the Ha.zel' PTA. She
retprted that less. Riley Millet
promoted the organhation sr a
at Hamel and Mrs Rubff
served as the f..-st press-
The president f kr eich year
recupe.zed arid the hi/P-
hobia of each years was vesa.
Mrs Key arranged a bulletin
bard entraed •-A Glance tpon
The Past* displeythg!" variouis
prograrns. newsplper art with
and. pictures A the tura. and
nations. irganizatran ' areuinh
me seers.
Rev R.4tert Usury led the
wirstep pottion of the prograrn
w ▪ with a devotional and special
MIZIC NS* presented by '. h e
FFA under the direct fin A Mr.
Cannon Parks.
MC. Hewkaat. Cpaper presided
, at. the btkr.ness session. Merr.-
bers voted to sponsor a basket-
ball  tournament betweets par-
ems and teschdi. The dote is
.!to be set later.
Mrs. Dalton and Mrs Hern-
Ing's room won the ...earel for
having the largest number of
parer.: -r
r-y that has rare grandeur.
di—thas geometrical shape Cez-anne was looking Fir in every
sbettot is hoWever, isd a dry
ataitztration of. natung form. in-
to eq•uarat and circles as A • A-
wn.' appears in the work of
later painters. To real.ze his
sessasuons was for - Cewinne as
dripforapt as te rneters...ze the
I.:deal - geornentica 1 - 3:tape
ir. a natural tiara.
On whatever ears of a earn-as
ric ach.evoi this double aim he
ch he ideredi the fre.re paIrsting
r finished. A natural shape at-
taining its ideal bun .,n has
cancis radiates such a vitality
that it carries away ate entire
paineng :ryto a richer and rr,b-
ler arestic reaaty. The -hes of
the canvas could be lath sketchy,
as in tie "Aqueduct," - or es en
urtoucbed by pear.
The art cot Cezanne do.h. n .t
rdleot any rekgro or warld
.coriception. It strap!), affirms
symbrltadly that however a-
morphous. chholic and .aansalwa
ytie Prot,
be. the moment one destiny is
fultrIled the lives A a.. atta.n
a form, a clarity and • meaning
-thee is, a style.
-Paul ocsanyl
Dale & Stubblefield Drug
PRESCRIPTIONS
Talk On Dieting &
Skit Were Program
At Home Dept. Meet
Mae Mary Burfoot's t a 1 4
-Many Happy Returns", inform-
ed members of the Home De-
Thursday afternoon, .February
20 at 2:30. :
Miss Burfoot rased- foods to
illustrate her remarks. Refresh-
myrrh were served by the hos-
tesses continuing the-theme on
diet foods. Food served w a 6
made with non-fat foods and
cakirle-low sweeteners. Included
in :he refreeehrnents were apri-
cot mose. frozen lemon custard
and cherry motet
A akie "Fallacy and Fact.,"
on reducing. was given by Mes-
ckimes Crawl 'rd. Robert
11.1theram, Frank Holc,enb, R. H.
Robbins and Richard Tuck.
Mrs. J A. Outland,. press:tent.
penes:dad at the routine business
meeting
H. er.,.s.ses is e M esdarr. es Noel
Melucn, Vester Orr. L. M. Over-
bey, and Joe Parker.
Mrs. Jack Belote Is
Speaker at Women's
Association Meeting
Mrs. Jack Beiote Evoke on
-Giving Yourself Away" at
Thursday. February 20th meet-
ing of the Women'e Association
of the College Presbyterian
Church in the church. Mrs. &s-
kin Perkins was hostess. ,
Mrs. B. F. Scher:11(ms, presi-
dent, presided at the meeting.
Reffershmente were served by
the hen-teas to Mesdames Guy
Battle, Celell Peterson, L. Young,
Charlie Crawford, Mary Brown,
Bill Warren, B. Scherffars, Jack
Belote and Miss Reims Senter.
• • • •
Suzannak Wesley
Circle Meets With
Mrs. lrion In Paris
The Suzannah Wesley Circle
of the Pans District met Thurs-
day morning. February 20 at
1100 in the home ig Mrs. Jim-
my 'non in Paris, Term.
Presiding at the meeting was
the president, Mrs. H. E. Rus-
-sell, Fulton. The devotional was
given by Mrs. John Britt ad
Cottage Grove, Tenn. Mrs. W.
E. Mischke, Paris, spoke on
"Citizenship" kir the main- por-
tion of the-Program.
At the noon hour, tuncheon
was served to the 22 present
by Mrs. Irion and oo-hostesses.
Attending from t e Murray
area were Mesdames J. E. James,
Hoyt Owen, Paul Lyles, Louis
Joiner and W. L. Hill.
see. .
B & PW Club Meets
For Program-Dinner
The Business and Profeessonal
Women's Cloir met at the Worn-
en's Club House at 6:30 Thurs-
day everting. February 20 for a
buffet dinner and program.. 
Miss Mary Burfoot was in
charge of the program on
"Health" Mrs. Alice Travis,
president. pres.cled at the busi-
ness meetrug The comma state
convention was discussed a n d
plans for selling .candy to raise
money for the dental clinic
were made.
• • • •
ONE LESS
OAKLAND. Calif. MP -Deputy
Sher.ff Robert Donovan counted
30 prisoners Tuesday when he
c'eseed up a county bus a n d
Started out for the Santa Rita
prison farm. He counted cnly
29 Whelk the prisoners filed out.
Donovan said it appeared that
Vincent L. Janice, 21, a convict-
ed burglar. had squeezed out a
windoe. while the -bus was may-
ing sloss• -.rough heavy traffic.
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, AN-PM
10:55 Morning Devotion
11:00 Church in the Home
11:30 Faith For Today
12:00 Terrytoona
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Last Word
3:00 Face The Nation
3:30 Family Conference
4:00 Federal Men
4:30 Twentieth Century
5:00 Beat the Clock
5:30 If You Had a Million
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
8:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Ione
10:00 Weathervane
10:05 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6:55 Morning Devotion
7:00 Country Junction
7:15 Skeer Family
7.45 Morning News
8.00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 CBS News
8.55 Morning News dt Weather
9:00 Garry Loore
930 Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10.30 Dotto
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light
PM,
1100
12:20
12:25
12.30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:35
5:45
MONDAY THItie,
Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)
Telescope
CBS News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
The Verdict Is Yours
The Brighter Day
The Secret Storm
The Edge of Night
The Big Show
Newsbeat
Doug Edwards dt News
PM, MONDAY
600 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
7:00 Bunts and Allen
730 Talent Scouts
6:00 Danny Thomas Show
8:30 December Bride
9:00 Studio One in Hollywood
MOO Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
40:15 Million Dollar Movies
12;00 Sign Ott- (Midnight). .
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
1100
PM. TUESDAY
Popeye and Friends
Name That Time
High Adventure
To Tell The Trutb
Red Skelton Show
1184.U00 Question
Silent Service
Shell Big News
Weathers ane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, WEDNESDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 I Love Lucy
7:00 Big Record
8:00 The Millionaire
8:30 I've Got A Secret
9:()0 U.S. Steel Hour
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervene
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign 011 (Midnight)
PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Richard Diamond
Pvt. Detective
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
,11111••11.
PM, FRIDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Leave It To Beaver
700 Trackdown
7:30 Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
8:00 Phil Silvers Show
8:30 Harbor Command
9:00 The Lineup
9:30 Person To Person
10:00 Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
10:30 Shell Big News
10:40 Weathervane
10:45 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, SATURDAY
825 Morning Devotion
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:ll() Mighty Mouse Playhouse
10:00 Heckle and Jeckle
10:30 Terry Tell Time
10:45 Terrytoons
11:00 Jimmy Dean Show
PM, SATURDAY
Gunfighters
Professional Hockey
The Visitor
Big Show
Annie Oakley
Death Valley Days
Perry Mason Show
Dick and the Duchess
Gale Storm Show
Have Gun Will Travel
Gwasznoks ,
The Gray Ghost
Million Dollar Movie
Target You
Sign Off
12:00
1:00
3:30
4:00
5:30
8:00
6:30
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:45
11:30
Land Transfers
Rie Lee lisifgrove Quinh
and William Al Quinn to Albert
Koerner and Margaret SOW-
titer; krt. --
Noble *swim to genie Bailey;
521,1 acree.
Essie Bailey to Noble Bran-
don and LOUI..SC Brandon; 5254
Harper Smith and Velma
Smith to Edith and Pearce Mc-
Dougal; 40 acres.
Elzie Garland to 0. B Farley
and C. L. Miller; le acre.
Kenneth Melvin and Charlene
Melvin to Freeman Johnson and
Thelma Johrekon, let
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Use The Classified Ads ! !
Is Your Letterhead
Worthy Of Your
Business?.
Your customers and prospects
see your letterhead before they
read your letter. Let us design
a letterhead that will make this
first impression favorable.
LEDGER & TIMES
PHONE 55
Let our experts Ratter your feature5, with an
exciting hair-do created eveciaily for' ou
He-tilt A thrilling iicw look of beatitv!
The Latest in Hair Styling and Cold Waving see
DEMUS FUTRELL
OWNER
ANNA HUIE * POLLY JONES
OPERATORS
Open Every Day - Evenings By Appointment
DEMUS
BEAUTY SHOP
102 North Sixth
Phone 199
• • • •
Mrs. Jim Robertson
Hostess For Tri -
Sigma Alumni Group
Mrs. Jirran.Y_ Ruteertaun__w a-s !-
hose eas to a meeting of tt..
Sigma S.ieria Sigma Alumni it.
her h--rite .n Fanner Avenue,
Thu rsday es en ing. February 20
at 700.
A three business meeting wai
conducted by Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
Jr. Refreshments in the Wash-
!Tifton's Birthday metif were
served to Wee:lames John Stew-
ar and Jim Soloman of Benton.
0 B Boyne, Jr. Bob Ward,
R.,ger Myers, Bill Thurman,
and Mrs. Robertson.
.... ask your friends who saw the Special Screening about —
1
'Yew rivrt wow Londt,ovit
who robbeil sei bark last •4•Ael"
chowse err,...r. gin..., 0 Pr ••• 0•6,4,,c7
°JACK LEMMON ERNIE KOVACS KATHRYN GRANT ARTHUR 0 CORM
Sad MICKEY ROONEY
VARSITY - starts Sunday
s
* ENDS TONITE * "RESTLESS BREED" and "LOOKING FOR DANGER"
6
-"a
-
k_maica bound
Jamaicas are "the" shorts this
summer. They're smart, comfor-
table,and make all legs look
long ad lean. Here we show
the "Saratoga Stripe" jamaicas
in Galey & Lord sleek cottan
kayak with pin or pastel regi-
mented stripe pkttern, 6.98. Co-
ordinate with a white cotton
knit shirt collared in the same
stripes, S-M-L sizes 3.98.
Complete
Line Of
JANTZEN
SPORTSWEAR
•
4
_ _ . _
dreete "high-button"
helanca
This popular suit disappears as
fast as it arrives, so better hurry
down! A completely backless
maillot with two dozen buttons
that close to give you a turtle-
neck, open for a shirtwaist
effect. It clings as if poured
onto you (even when swim-
ming), and streamlines the
figure like a two-stretch should.
Pastel' dotted helanca nylon,
18.95. Matching fabric water-
proof cap 5 98. As shown in ,
Charm and Mademoiselle.
THE
is
Ia
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as per wird for one day, on mason) of 17 words for 80e — Ge per weird fee three days,. Classified ads are payable In stIyariee.
r— FOR RENT 7
jru IIN ISRED APT. Private en-,
nce and bath. Electric heat
cooking, water furni9hed.
11 1057-W. F22P
--46455.11- stairs, n r
uare. Heat, water and lights
urnishad.' Dr. A. D. Wallace,
,me phone 1295, office phsne
858 F22C
3 ROOM sUNturnished , apart-
ment. Will furnish heat, light
and water, also garage. Hall-
way between college and town.
Phone 51241. F24ne
Business Building, 307 N. 4th
St. Plenty of parking space. Will
Wane. Pb.ane_ 51.9. 2263. Junior
Larnpk ins. F24C
6 ROOM HOUSE and utility,
electric heat, modern, near col-
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterdity's Puzzle
ACROSS
1-Ne, ly married
woman
6--Stiarp loin
11-Supply ti•vt
contents
13-sea done ry part
of motor
14- India n
mulberry
IS- coating
07 -S3 Mimi for
tantalum
19- Drink sio. ly
to- Vapor
21-Three- toed
blioth•
fr- Wife of Zeus
14 -Cut of meat
17, - Parts of circles
26 - Itrietle
a-Jain*
2
20-Unoccupied
32-Hall bird
33-Low land
het.. cen hills
35-Marriet
37-Surely
30 -roneo step-
40 Watch (aye
42-Everyone
N3 -Apportioned
O.-Devoured
46-J a pan ese
Measure
47-innate
49-Sun god
60- Compositions
62 --Quartet
64-Chairs
65-Buret forth
DOWN
1-Sunny icolinh
U is
of sof*o.
/4
37 r,0
3o
35
,
/
• • 4.••••11 •••••111•11111.
OFAMCIO Ma=
MOBILO =HUM
MB MGM= OU
MPEI MUNN MOO
MMS2 MMEI R004
ATIMMUM MODITI
DMO 011171
i(itDOCIUMUDoan oam Dommoo MRM1X4 WW1
MO NOM200.1.00amonao mums
UOM3M OMMUM
2- Depends On
3 -Sulam-ma that
4- l'hatitte
6r-Ctoth measure
ip1.1
6-Eitalk
7
5- Prontion
Warning -
30 -Turf
13-Strip of wood .
16-0ears
19 Succeed
II -Idyllic 1..14110o
23 Coral hi, id
VetalleAo.11-
2:- be lii
29- Row
ii- Itailron d
era t iomi
33 -Suitcutte
34- Ri.er in Stor.•
96-.- Pelts ruler
17`- Re. eels
34 -Slits.
41- F•••• eat
41 - Prruod ett• t I m•
4-1.4
44 -Clhollongs
47-Rummest.
•
41, %Is in •• elbhoiy
gl - • iitiLmettl.
ibodr •
13 S• f‘. r
("Miter_ •
lege, immediate
per mo. R. R.
I215.R.
possession, $40 • r'
Atkins, Piscine Services Offered
F25P
NOTICE
Mattresses Rebuilt like new.
West 'Ky. Ms, res: Mig. 0o.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabens Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TFC
"Parking is no
Starks Harciv.•are,
lar. Phone 1142
delivery.
Problem" at
12th & Pop-
for free city
TFC
Wanted To Buy
WANTED to purchase an old
horn type Victor phonograph..
Call Robert Childress, Grand-
rivers, Ky. Phone Forest 2-4283.
ZWP
—1 Business Opportunities
Outstanding Opportunity
No Selling
Highly rated national organi-
zation, will select a distributor
to service 50 a,ctive local ac-
• counts.
Deliver & Collect Only
for our petroteum product.
Experience is not needed. An
itiVesibilent of
$2200 Cash Required
to carry the minimum needs-
sary inventory. Thl's $2200
cash investment plus lg hours
spare time each _week shoo id
net more than $5011 each
monitlh Car neses-sary. Tell
ab-ut esurself and give phone,
address. Write Els,x 32-Y,
Murray, Ky. Itc
JAMES KEENE'S powerful new novel
JUSTICE, MY nom!
• Onaertala. SIR IL.I....••••• *yaw roprberot by peywisol•• et tt• poWittbar. amino•La. 4.0.••••••• lay Efts •••••••• Syroltabs.
- ett.si-rEn 211.
I belan
-111.3Yeu *nu yyul • 'new
suit. _since Buu La-dbettez uaG
told mg that i would De 'ailed
as a witness. We na.i. no regu-
Lill CUlliti1011ee% sothe Grange
Hall nad to serve Tlie lodge's'
nench was set up, along With
chairs, and a table for the law-
yers.
The hall was packed; every-
one for twenty miles carne in 1.0
witness the trial.
Ma didn't come in and I didn't
blame net It was difficult for
nie to sit there and listen to the
prosecutor paint Luther black lie
established a motive, pure and!
Luther was a cattleman
and mist nateo farniers. rhis
motive was strengthened when
Wade Everett a widow took tbe
stand and described in vivid- de-
tail the brawl oetween-LbTher
ano ,iet dead mist:tend. A little
crying here made a solid effect
on the jury and then the prose-
cutor called me on the ‘stend and
made me swear that the testi-
mony Mrs Everett had given was
the gospel truth.
Heck Overland came In from
Rindo Springs to testify to the
time Luther left nis place. Heck
was in a sukly mood and tried to
leave the impression that he was
putting nimsett out oy coining
over, as tholigh there were things
to iki in that Wowed-away town
ot me.
The day ended with the prose-
cutor as happy as a chicken-fed
weariel. The Jury was remanded
to a constable appointed by the
court and locked up for the
night. Ledbetter took Lpther into
tow and went to my hotel Toom.
spent a most miserable night
and the next morning woke
bleary-eyed and mad at the
World. An early breakfast at the
restaurant down the street fatted
to cheer me. While I was finish-
ing my coffee. Vince Randolf
came in and sat down at my
table. I hadn't seen Vince sines
the day Ledbetter took away his
Shot gun.
"Do you mind. Smoke?"
"No," I said. "Yotfre welcome
to sit down."
Randolf didn't smile: the satire-
-.1frin was too grave for that.
"You're not a man to hold the
foolishness of another man
against him. are you, Smoke?"
"I guess you're not either," I
said
-We seem to understand each
other." Randolf said. "Probably
beemise we're men of pence, f•rs
eshamed to gay that it's taken
me this long to cool off and
think straight. mat now that I
have, I'd like Von to answer
something personal."
"Why not? ,The O'Dares are
an open book now."
"Didn't mean it that way,"
-- Vince Randolt said -But . •vc
might to took a t it few fat ts.
Let's say that Luther did 'hang
.. so, was the rea.
...sr 1" -
"The prosecutor made a good
•Int ti-re.-• said,
kaadott waned it aside.
'Smoke, he's talking about a
Maniac who 111115 because He
bate s. That don't fit your .
brother." He paused and stroked
his chin. "Let's say that Luther
killed Everett because Wade
found out that Luther had been
doing all the rustling. And if
Luther's been rustling, then
'where's the money he gut for the
cattle' Hell we all Know that
he never had two nickels to
crack together in ins Jeans. Cord
even paid tor the wedding."
Funny how something like that
will pop up and hit you right
between the eyes. Randolf was
right! Where was the money if
Luther sold the cattle? Thu; was
the ICl/TPTif flaw, The tmcovera
flaw!
"What I said makes a differ-
ence?" Randolf asked softly.
"Yitng got a look in your eyes.
Smoke."
"Yeah, it makes a difference,"
I said.
"Figured I owed you something
on account of some hard
thoughts. Smoke." He got up
then and went out.
I sat at the table, trying' my
best to fit this Important piece
into the rest of the puzzle. My
first impulse was to find Cord,
for lifetime habits are strong.
But I checked that and decided to
play this hand to a finish myself.
The prosecution completed Its
case in the early afternoon and
now the Guthrie lawyer Cord had
imported got up and began to
move about the courtroom. He
made a long-winded speech about
justice until I began to grow im-
patient with the man. Then, to
my surprise, I .realized that he
had no witnesses for Luther. All
he could do was to call Edna to
the chair and have her testify to
Luther's sterling character. I
doubted whether this did any
good, for the jury sat stony-
faced and the judge seemed a
little bored.
Cord was finally summoned
and sworn in. Bud Ledbetter was
sitting two chairs over and I
whispered- to him, "Why didn't
they call me?"
He shook his head. "Your tes-
timony is too damaging to Luth-
era case." He held his finger be-
fore his lips and I 'rigged back,
my opinion of court procedure
pretty bleak. What I couldn't
'understand was why the word
rustling never came Into the
court conversation: both attor-
neys seemed to avoid it as though
there was a common agreement
between them, And I thought
it very important; the Mille af-
fair hinged on it.
"Will vim state your name -
the defense lawyer was asking.
"Cord Adrian O'Dare."
-I "You're the defendant's older
•
•
brother"
right." Cc*. eaid. Ile
looked acutint1 the ,,) nig
glance oniening Lutecr, who sat
slouched in His chair
"Mr. O'Dare, were you aware
that the defendant quarreled
with the deceased prior to tus
death?"
"It was news to me." Cord
said. "Luther'd been acting odd
of tate"
"What do you mean, odd?"
"Well, moody. Quick to fly off
the handle," Cord rubbed his face
a moment. "But Luther wasn't
a man who'd kill."
The prosecutor popped up like
a released spring. "Your honor,
that is a concrusion and should
be stneken off the record!"
"So ordered." the judge said.
"The counsel for defense will re-
frain from leading the witness.
.Ask -onfy illreet questions about
events of which he has knowl-
edge."
"No 'more questions." the law-
yer said ard whipped around, re-
turning to MS chair.
The prosecutor descended like
a hawk after a rabbit.
"Mr. O'Dare, you claim that
the defendant is incapable of vio-
lence, yet that is hardly more
out by previous testimony, is it ?"
"There's a difference between
fighting and killing," Cord said.
"Don't try and twist around what'
I say."
"I wouldn't think of it, sir."
He jammed his hands in the arm-
holes of his vest. "Mr. O'Dare.
I take it that Wade Everett's
death was a shock to you."
"It was."
"And wnat was your first
thought, air, when you learned
that Everett had been killed?"
doh't remember," Cord said
flatly.
"Ah, now isn't that strange?
Your meitiory seems quite lucid
on all other points. Wasn't your
immediate thought that your
brother had committed the erime
and that you would have to cover
for him?"
It seemed to me that everyone
started shouting at once; Luth-
er's lawyer was on his feet. de-
manding attention, and the Judge
was banging his gavel, trying to
restore order.
Cord was boiling mad. He
reared erect and 'shouted, "I
won't answer any more of your
twisting, lying questions!" He
stalked out of the courtroom
then. In spite of the judge's warn-
ing, and It was the worst thing
he could have done, for nearly
every .man there believed that
Cord had only done so because
the peosecutor had hit upon the
truth. . . .
"Suddenly ta suspicion of thin
man llllll in n1y ntiod and I
wag determined to prove he
was a liar "—Smoke's story
continues tomorrow.
•
•
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatehed trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt SerVICIS 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7Cr FOR SALE_i
GOOD USED Washers. M. G.
Richardson, phone 74. F22C
TWO WOOD combination storm
doors wit,h door checks, hinges
and aecessurries, painted white,
3 at. arid 2 ft. 8 inch widths.
Good as new. $22 for both. Call
14454. F22C
FRIGIDAIRE, davenport, break-
fast set, steel ironing board, gas
range, all in number one shape.
R. L. Jones, 305 lrvan Avenue.
Phone 14914. M1P
Prof essor's Dream r: ouse. One
block from college. 3 bedrooms,
two baths, study, air condition-
er, automatic heat. Phone 72L
TFC
51 88 Olds, Murray car, 1 owner
A-1 condition, juaranteed. Five
Points Su...SUL... 122P
[WANTED to RENT
3 or 4 t. n..1 ,v.tristairs apartment
with private bath, close to tow_n.
Reds Make
By WENDELL 8. MERICK
United Press Staff Correspondent
HONG KONG 0/1 — The Chi-
nese Communisis are making a
big thing of crushing an anti-
Communist clique which had a
membership of only six persons.
From a spate of articles in
the Communist press, it would
seem the clandestine organization,
uncovered at Wuhan University,
was hardly a threat to the Peip-
ing government.
According to the Wuhan Jih
Pao (Daily News), the group of
five students and an economics
lecturer, called their organization
the "China Democratic Parts,"
and "held secret meetings in
public gardens, cultural clubs
and private houses in Wuhan."
Wriiers 'bee -Wanted"
Throughout several articles in
the newspaper about the group,
the writers keep using the Ord
"wantde" to do this and that,
and "planned" to establish a
-counter-revolutionary" govern-
ment with Wuhan as the seat.
But thege is nothing to indicate
that the six members ever got
beyond the talking and planning
stage, or that their cffcrts prc
duced recruits among students at
the university.
To observers, it seems that the
Communists are having a tough
time producing ski:dole evidence
for public consumption of the
dangers of counter-revolution-
aries. Yet Public Security Chief
Le-jui. Ching 'etched a dark pic-
ture in December when he spoke
I HELP WANTED
MAKE $20 DAILY. Luminous
riarnigilates. Free samples. Reev-
es Co.. Attlebois,. MOSS . F28P
Hay Over bowning Small Clique
ot wide-spread activity among However tricky and hideous as ticular clique was meant merely
anti-re,gimists in China, they were, they were bound to
be defeated by an awakened
people."
Apparently.
It may be that while there
are thousands of dissidents in
China today, there has been no
central organizing faction, that
there are merely small cliques
who do not in themselves rep-
resent a strong threat to Peiping.
Discover Cliques
Lcs as a Matter of fact, ssaid
that 3,000 "small cliques" were
discovered and suppressed from
1955 through October 1957.
Wuharr would -be a -bad spot
for anti-regime elements to gain
a toratiold. Wuhan actually corn=
prises three cities in Hupeh
province, embracing a huge in-
dustrial complex on ,the Yangtse
River.
According to the Wuhan Jai
Pao, the "China Democratic Par-
ty" was aiming not at industrial
workers for their recruits but
in'ellecIdals and peasants.
"I he discovery of this plats!"
said the newspaper, "serves as
a serious warning to all thoset
who are hostile to socialism.
EDUCATION BILL SEEN
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. ith —
Sen. Estes Kelauver (D-Tenn.)
predicted today Congress will
pass a pill at the present sission
giving -federal aid to scientific
and technical education,
'The need for scientific and
techn.cal training is n o w so
clear that at least, in that field
the federal 'government is cer-
tain to -provide financial help,"
he said. Kefauver made the pre-
d.otion in a speech prepared for
delivery before the Chaittariooga
Engineers Club,
NINE MILES PER SECOND—This ts the wind tunnel at Tunanuma, Tenn.. wnicn for the first time
exceeded the velocity necessary to escape from the earth's gravitational field. The tunnel is at
Air Research and Development command's Arnold Engineering center. A technician is ahown
sighting a highspeed camera on a test object in the tunnel. For one tenth of a second an airflow
of 32.400 mph was achieved. That's nine miles per second. Gravitational escape velocity Is seven
miles per second. The test object here is a theoretical missile muse. Incandescence surrounding it
(closeup at right) Is caused by friction of the airflow. Pressure In there gets up to 15 tuns per
square Inch, and heat reaches 40,000 F. (InternatsonoS Bosindphoto)
NANCY
c,Ni MONDAY I HAVE
TO MAKE A SPEECH
- IN THE SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM
'
' ABBIE an' SLATS
— LIL' ABNER
ortios•
•••
OH, DEAR-- I
WONDER HOW• ir FEELS TO
FACE A BIG
AUDIENCE
YES,SA -
WHERE'LL IT
BE TO?
telling of this par-
Remarks:
to illustrate what happens to
thoose who ignore those warn-
ings.
S-bALLI ZA.pnevutottisiAta,-taity:4 Katie &Li 4.44iinauLta
Send your son or daughter back to school with a new
Smith-Curonc for IS little as a week. Fire models
to choose trout.
Smith-Corona
the III'orld's first and fastest portable ts pew riter
Come in and see it demonstrated ,
Terms Available
Highly Qualified
SERVICE
MECHANIC
— 25 Years Experience
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
GREENE 0. WILSON - Mgr. Phone 55
by Ernie Busbrniller
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WHERE ELSE COULD UP WSERE,
IT BE, EXCEPT BACK SIR?
ON 71-1E EARTH --
SINCE we HARDLY
KNOW ANYBODY
UP HERE ;
H
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by Raeburn Van Buren
ON THE MOON,
i!* COURSE. 'IOU
FORGET WHERE
YOU ARE ?
Afh
0/4
DOnfT CARE
V/ HUT H. NF_WS
(S—LONG AS -
MAR HUISSIN
IS IN GOOD
HEALTH!!
-1
by Al Capp
IT MEANS WE 110414 GETS
SUPPORTED FO'Ti-f REST cf OUR
NATCHERAL LIFE t ES', THIS RICH
OLE COOT!!—' ympAvrr—lon.
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Lochie Landolt, Editor Telophone 168.5
Mrs. 011ie Brown
Tells Homemakers
About Roses
Mrs. 011ie Brown spoke to
members of the South Murray
Homemakers Club recently in
the home of Mrs. Sam Knight,
South 15th Street at 1:30 p.m.
ides.Browns sulieein was "Grow-
ing Roses."
The necessary steps In pre,
paring a bed 1 o r roses w eil
ahead of planters tune was de-
sareleed by MTS. BRAM. "For
the most beautiful effect, roses
alike should be grown together,"
Mrs. Brown sated. Methods of
pliadtmg. cults-sting, pruning
and spreying which would give
be reosita were explained and
queetiens were answered. The
irapprtance of correct mukteng
and watering was , emphasized.
The meeting was caned to
order by the presider*. Mrs. N.
P Cavitt Mrs. Henry Hargis
used t h e thought, ' see lig
spiritual seeck of love arid kind-
nem" in her devonorial a n d
gave a brief review of the life
of Jesse Stewart.
AM informative report on the
activities in which the deletes
perticepated during :he Farm and
lifer Conference in Lexingtun.
veal given by Mejne_Caviet.
Refreshments were served the
17 members by the hastaases, -
end' vissitors were MT!. Ruby
Lee and Sibs. Jones Shelton,
Mai Bob &knell was co-hestese.
The next "meeting, March 12,
well be ore modern food prepe-
rartton in oven and refragenstos
r will be held in the horny of
Mn. J. D Murphy, South 15di
Street with Mrs Maurice Cans-
elver as co-bowie*.
• • • • •
istory of Hazel
PTA IS Given At
Recent jfeeting •
-Our Heritage.... the lemur:: ,f
the Haze. PTA, was given a
meeting of that deraniareion re-
cently Mrs W::ey Parker . was
prugram chainnen.
Mrs. Cah-in Key gave a brief
limitary of the Hazel PTA. She
rellerted that Mrs. Riley Miller
prerrieed the organization if a
Pl'A a: Hazel and Mrs Ruby
Hieic screed as the first presi-
dent.
The president for erace ar
vies newsman' and the nigh-
urna of each Years was veto
Mrs Key arranged a butleten
teard emceed "A G.ance Up. n
The Past" chsplayeng .various
programs, newspaper articles
end pictures if the local and
natiene: ergarezatien through
the ears. •
Rev Robert leseiry lei the
wsreh.p portion ,ef the program
with a devotional and special
MUSIC was presented by t h e
PTA under the direction of Mr.
Carrre•n Parke.
Mr. Hewisst Caper presided
at the business eosion. Morn-
-leers voted
toll neerna Tent between par-
enss and teachers. The date Is
to be set tater.
• Mrs. Dalton and Mrs Horn-
Imes room won the award tor.
having the largest number of
piseen prment
Soak.
Wahines
Cha N•yri
CALENDAR
Saturday February 22
The Alnhe Department of the
Murray Woman's Qub will meet
at 2:30 in the afternoon at the
club house. Speaker will be
Miss Rubie Strrith on -Facts,
Faith, Failures and Formulas."
Hoetesses are Mesdames H. C.
Woodbridge, V. W. Windsor,
Robert Hornsby, Mary 13nown
and Mess Betty Ligon.
• • • •
Monday. February 24
Circle V of the WSCS of the
Putt Mentes:het Chureh will
meet at 7:30 pm, in the social
The American Legion Attica-
iary will meet at the Codeeriiate
Grill at 630 in the evening for
Art InReview
NEW YORK — — Maros
Mambos is a Greek Croisus
who morn a large fleet of oil
tankers. and an .mporeant col-
:melon of .oil piaistings. The
latter is on view at the Knoele
ler Galleries.
Cezanne's -Aqueduct at the
Lock" is perhaps the, moo fasci-
nating pointing in the extubt-
ten.
The aqueduct, painted in
warm. light. glowing colons, is
ettied at the center of the
canvas Flanked by the gegantie
foliage re dark, green trees, it
ennors its noble shape in the
lannid waters of she kick.
The tiers and the water in
the jitter part of int, lock are
only kgtr.ly sketched. Their
structure and ementia: charac-
ter are Just indicated.
The equenuct and its reflex
in the eater are drawn wr.h
preessin and frnaley. The gr....-
menu-al idea implied by every
shape has materialized itself
eeni with a simpecity and cla-
:sty that tos rare grandeur.
Tins geometrical shape Cez-
anne was looking for in every
eleject is however, not a dry
abotraotian of natural form in-
to aod cerchn 23 it 3f-
tin appears in the- -seen* of
later painters. To. rea..ze his
sensanone was fur Cezarine as
unpforare as to meterneeze the
ideal — geometrical — dope
in a natural form.
On whateVer part of a em-as
Is e actneved this double aim hi
censidered the erinre painting
as ftnished. A natural shape at-
taining Ms ideil form en his
clamps eadistee stictll a vitality
that: it carries away the entire
painting int, a richer and :rob-
ler aistest.c reality. The rest. of
tie canvas could be left sketchy,
as in the -Aqueduct." or even
unteuened by pains
The art of Cezanne doss not
reflect any religion or world
conception. It Amply „aff.ries
01/1010•11MINEMMIMM•
min-Over., climatic and sere-seem
the daily life of people aright
be, the mement one deeethy is
fuldreed the lives of aii aria.n
a form, a clarity and a mean.ng
—that is, a style
—Pa Yscasnyl
Dale & StubbleEeld Drug
_PRESCRIPTIONS
•
Mrs. Jack Belote Is
Speaker at Women's
Association Meeting
Mrs. Jack Bekite woke on
"Giving Yourself Away" at
Thursday, February 20th meet-
ing of the Women's Association
of 'the College Presbyterian
Church in the church. Mts. Erase
kin Perkins was hoe:tees.
hers. B. F. Setherffius, presi-
dent, presided at the meeting.
Refreshments were served by
the hat-stens to Meaciarnes Guy
Battle, CeleePetertion, L. Young,
Charlie Crawford, Mary Brown,
Bill Warren, B. Scherffius, Jack
Belote and Miss Rezina Senter.• • • •
Suzannak Wesley
Circle Meets With
Mrs. Irian In Paris
The Suzannah Wesley Circle
of the Pans District met Thurs-
day anorrung, February 20 at
1100 in the home of Mrs. Jim-
my 'non in Paris, Tenn.
Presiding at the meeting was
the presidere. Mrs. H. E. Rus-
sell, Fulton. The devotional was
given by Mrs. John Britt at
Cottage Grove, Tenn. Mrs. W.
E. Minthke, Paris, spoke on
"Citizenship" for the main por-
tion of the program.
At the -aeon boure luncheon
was served to the 22 present
by Mrs. Irion and co-hostesses.
Attending from t tt e Murray
area were Mesdames J. E. James.
Hoyt Owen, Paul Lyles, Louis
Joiner and W. L. Hill.
• • • •
.e -
B & PW Club Meets
for Pro-gram-Dinner
The Business and Professnonal
Vi'venen's Club met at the Wom-
en's Club House at 6:30 Thurs-
day evening. February 20 for e
buffet dinner and program.
Mies Mary Burfoot was in
charge of the program on
"-Heaeati." Mrs. Alice Travis,
president. presided a; the busi-
ness ante:nig. The canting state
shventioci was due:nowt a n d
plans fie selling canciy to raise
money for the dential clinic
were made.
• • • •
ONE LESS
OAKLAND. Calif. ilet —Deputy
Sheriff Robert Donovan counted
34) prisoners Tuesday when he
closed up a county bus a n d
started out fur the Santa iota
prison fanm. He counted crey
29 when the prisoners filed out.
Donovan said it appeared' thet
Vincent L. Janes. 21. a convict-
ed burglar. had squeezed out a
windov. while the bus was mov-
ing eenely chreugh heavy traffic.
a dinner meeting.
• . •
The Surburban Homemakees
C:ub will meet at 600 in the
home of Mrs. Paul Max Wilson
on Vehltriell Avenue.
• • • •
, Tuesday, February 25
The WSCS of the Flint Bap-
teet Churoh will heed a udy
course at 6:30 pen. The book.
"Look. Look the Cities," will
be presented by Mrs. E. C. Park-
er of the Finn Densest Church.
The preedent, Mrs. Bernie Mil-
ler, urges all laches to attend.
• • • • -
'-The Lydian Mass at the First
Baptist Church will meet in the
.horne of Mrs. Owen B.11ington
at 7:00 :n the evening. Group V.
Mrs. Noble- earns as captain, is
in charge.-
a • les
The county arid city library is
open this afternoon fnorn 1:30
until 4:30 on the second floor
in the court house.
• • • •
Thursday: February 27
The Magazine Club wed meet
for a luncheon meeting at 1:00
in the alkernyon at '53e "Woman's
Club House. Menvbers may bring
guersts and reservatems mt st. be
oalled in to Mrs. Jack Kennedy
as soon' as puseible.
• • • •
Fresh meat should be un-
wrapped before it is stored' In
the refrigerator. Cover it loose-
ly tq allow for air circulation.
Talk On Dieting &
Skit Were Program
'At Haine Dept. .1Ieet
Mae Mary . Burfoot's t a 1 In
-Many Happy Returns". inform-
ed members of the Home De-
partment of the. Murray WOOS-
Club the correct way to diet,
the fees on reducing end the
pruper feuds to eat She spoke
at the club's regular meeting
Thureday . afternoon, February
20 at 2:30.
Miss Burfoot used foods to
illustrate her remarks. Refresh-
ments were served by the hos-
tesses continuing the-theme on
diet tones. Food served w a s
made with at •n-fat feeds and
calorie-low sweeteners Included
in the refreshments were apri-
cot most. frozen lemcin custard
and cherry nee&
A AM. "Fallacy and • Fact."
on reduceng. was go en by Mes-
dames Clibree Crane ed. Robert
Ethertiere Frank Hoic enb, R. N.
Robbins- and Richard Tuck.
Mrs. J A. Outland, president,
presided at the routine business
meeting
Hese:sees were Mesdames. Noel
Vester Orr. L. M. Over-
bey, and Joe Parker. •
• • • •
Airs. Jim Robertson
Hostess For Tri
•
eaMes. Jimmy Robertson was,
hossess to a meeting of e
Sigma S.grna Sigma Alumni e
her teme ..n Farmer Avenu,
Thursday eiereng, February 2.-
at 7:00.
A Wiest business meeting was
canduoted by Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
Jr. Refreshments in the Wash.-
ington's Birthday • meta were
served to Mesdames John Stew.
ar• arx1 Jim Sulernan of Benton.
0 B. Boyne. Jr. Bob Ward,
Fe ger Myers. Bill Thurman,
and Mr Fletee •
- - —
....ask your friends who saw the Special Screening about --•
'Yaw swan t iso r • Onat•
who nobt..4 y Doe last a.41.1 "
Aa raw. Pruatr Hogan,"
er, 1.•-• ltrf op.k.o....e, I rrn MAP•ta PII000C110.1
JACK LBW - ERNIE knAcs KATHRYN GRANT • ARTHUR O'CIIMEll
sad JACKET ROONEY
VARSITY - starts Sunday
* ENDS TONITE * "RESTLESS BREED" said "WOKING FOR DANGER"
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, AM-PM
10:55 Morning Devotion
11:00 Church in the Hume
11:30 Faith 'For Today
12:00 Terrytoons •
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Last Word
3:00 Face -The Nation
3:30 Fanuly Conference
4:00 Federal Men
4:30 Twentieth Century
5:00 Beat the Clock
5:30 lf You Had a Million
600 Lassie
6:30 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
8:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:90 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Line
10:00 Weathervane
10:05 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6:55 Morning Devotion
7:00 Country Junction
7:15 Speer Family
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 CBS News
8:55 Morning News & Weather
9:00 Garry filoore
9:30 Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10:30 Dotto
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light
PM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)
12:20 Telescope
12:25 CBS News
12:30 As The World Turns-
1:00 Beat The Clock
1:30 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 The Verdict Is Yours
3:00 The Brighter Day
3:15 The Secret Storm
3:30 The. Edge of Night
4:e0 The Bag Show
5:35 Newsbeat
5:45 Doug Edwards St News
PM, MONDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
7:00 Burns and Allen
7:30 Talent Scouts
II:00 Danny Thomas Show
8:30 December Bride
9:00 Studio One in Hollywood
10:00 Shell Big News
10.10 Weathervane
40:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, TUESDAY
600 Popeye and Friends
5:30 Name That Tune
7:00 High Adventure
8:00 To Tell The Truth
8:30 Red Skelton .Show
9:00 $64,000 Quest ion
9:30 Silent Service
10:00 Shell Big News
10- 10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM,, WEDNESDAY
-
Pt
jamaica bound
att.
Jamaicas are "the" shorts this
summer. The541.sm. art,•comfor-
table,and make  a% legs look
long &lid lean. Here we show
the "Saratoga Stripe" jamaicas
in Galey & Lord sleek cottan
kayak with -pin or pastel regi-
mented stripe pattern, 6.98. Co-
ordinate with a white cotton
knit shirt collared in the same
stripes, S-.NI-L sizes 3.98.
Complete
Line Of
JANTZEN
SPORTSWEAR
600 Popeys and Friends
6:30 I Love Lucy
7:00 Big Record
800 The Millionaire
8:30 I've Got A Secret
9:00 U. S. Steel Hour
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Richard Diamond
Pvt, Detective
7:30 Climax
&30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, FRIDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Leave It To Beaver
7:00 Trackdown
7:30 Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
8:00 Phil Silvers Show
8:30 Harbor Command
9:00 The Lineup
9:30 Person To Person
10:00 Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
10:30 Shell Big News
10:40 Wgethervane
10:45 Million Dollar Movies
1e:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, SATURDAY
825 Morning Devotion
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:e0 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
10:00 Heckle and Jeckle
10:30 Terry Tell Time
10:45 Terrytoons
11:00 Jimmy Dean Show
PM, SATURDAY
12:00 Gunfighters
1:00 Professional Hockey
3:30 The Visitor
400 Big Show
5:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 Death Valley Days
6:30 Perry Mason Show
7:30 Dick and the Duchess
8:00 Gale Storm Show
8.30 Have Gun Will Travel
9:00 Gunszooke
9:30 The Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movie
11:45 Target You
11:30 Sign Off
Land Transfers I
Hanle Lee Hargrove Quinn
arid William Al Quinn tea Albert
C, Koerner and Margaret Ku-
tner;
Noble Brandon to Ernie Bailey;
eV's acres.
Elsie Bailey to Noble Bran-
diem and Louise Brandon; 52%
acres.
Hamer Smith and Velma
Smith to Edith and Pearce Mc-
Dougal; 40 acres.
Elsie Garland to 0. B. Farley
and C. L. Miller; te acre.
Kenneth Melvin and Charlene
Melvin to Freeman Johnson and
Thelma John:ere lot
7
t
•
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Use The Classified Ads!!
jpeeiese
Is Your Letterhead
Worthy Of Your
Business?
Your customers and prospects
see your letterhead before they
read your letter. Let us design
a letterhead that will make this
first impression favorable.
LEDGER & TIMES
PHONE 55
Let otar expert. flatter Your feature. with an
exciting hairolo creierel eerecialli (or atti!
Re-nit A thrilling new look el" 'heitialv!
The Latest in Hair Styling and Cold Waving see
DEMUS FUTRELL
OWNER
ANNA HUIE * FOLLY JONES
OPERATORS
Open Every Day - Evenings By Appointment
DEMUS
BEAUTY SHOP
102 North Sixth
Phone 199
ore#V "high-button"
helanca
This popular suit disappears as
fast as it arrives, so better hurry
down! A completely backless
maillot with two dozen buttons
that close to gie;- you a turtle-
neck, open for a shirtwaist
effect. It clings as if poured
onto you (even when swim-
ming), and streamlines the,
figure like.eistwo-stretch shofeld.
Pastel dotted helanca nylon,
18.95. Matching fabric water-
proof cap 5.98. As shown in
Charm and Mademoiselle.
AriTZFA
THE  
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C FOI.t RENT —7
iLltNISHED APT. Private en-
trance and bath. Electric heat
cooking, water furnighted.
II 1057-W. F22P
CE, down stairs, near
uare. Hest, water and lights
urnished. Dr. A. D. Wallace,
some phone 1295, office
858. F22C
3 ROOM UNfurnished apart- loge, immediate poseession, $40
meat. Will furnish - heat, light per mo. R. R. Atkins. Phone
and water, also garage. Hall- 1215-R. F25P
way between college and town.
Phone 512-J. F24nc
Business Building, 307 N. 4th
St. Plenty of parking apace. Will
lease'. Phone 519 or 22&T.-7unior
Lam* ins. F24C
6 ROOM HOUSE and utility,
electric heat, modern, near col-
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Pun',
ACROSS 210-- linoceup.ed
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NOTICE
Mattresses . Rebuilt like new.
We Ky.- Mattress Mfg: Co.,'
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabens Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TIC
"Parking is no
Starks Hardware,
tar. Phone 1142
delivery.
Problem" at
12th & Pop-
for free city
TIC
Wanted To Buy
WANTED to purchase an old
horn 'type Victor phonograph
Call Robert Childress, Grand-
rivers, Ky, Phone Foreat 2-4283.
F22P
—Business Opportuniti1es
Outstanding Opportunity
No Selling
Highly rated national organi-
zation will selece a distributor
to service- 50 active local ar -
cuunts.
Deliver IL Deflect- Only
for our petroleum product.
Experance is not needed. An
inveearnent of
$2200 Cash Required
1.0 carry tree miminurn needs-
sary inveneiry. Th1 $2200
cash dive:diners plus 10 hours
Van) tune each week should
net more than, $500 each
month. 'Car necessary. Tell.
ate..ut y,..ursell and give phene,
ackires.s. Wr.te B.x 32-Y,
_Murray, Ky. ltc
JAMES KEENE'S powerful new novel
JUSTICE, MY =Tam
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4naveu tti out an a new
suit. since dud Ledbetter tutu;
Lula me that I would rat ,atled
as a witness. We nail no regu-
lar courthouse. so the Grange
Hall had to serve The Judge
pencil was set up, along with
chairs and a table for the Law-
yers.
The hall was packed; every-
one for twenty miles came in to
witness the trial.
Ma -didn't come in and I didn't
blame ner, It was difficult tor
me to sit there and listen to the
prmweutot paint Luther black. He
established a motive, pure and
simple. Luther was a cattlemani
and lust hated farmers. This
motive was strengthened when
Wade Everetts widow took t be
stand tnii-deaeribed in -Inver de-
tail the Drawl oetween Luther
and tier dead husband. A little
crying here made a solid effect
on the jury and then the prose-
cutor called me on the stand and
made me swear that the testi-
mony Mrs Everett had given was
the gospel truth.
Heck Overland came in from
Bprings to testify to the
rime Luther left his place. Heck
was in a surly mood and tried to
Jetty* the impression that he was
putting nimseU out by corning
over, as though there were things
to do in that blowed-away town
of his.
The day ended with the prose-
cutor as happy as a chicken-fed
Weitnel. The jury was remanded
to a constable appointed by the
court and iocked up for the
night. Ledbetter took Luther Into
tow and I went to my hotel room.
1 spent a most miserable night
and the next morning woke
bleary-eyed and mad at the
world. An early oreakfast at the
restaurant clown the street failed
to cheer me. While I was finish-
ing my coffee. Vince Randolf
came In and sat down at my
table. I hadn't seen Vince since
the day Ledbetter took away his
shotgun.
"Do you mind. Smoke?"
"No." I said. "Yo-ere welcome
to sit down."
Randolf didn't smile; the situa-
tion was too grave for that.
"You're not n man to hold the
foolislineas of another man
against him, are you, Smoke?"
guess you're not either," I
said.
"We seem to understand each
other," Randolf said. "Proleibly
because we're /hen of peace. I'm
ashamed to say that it's taken
me .this long tb cool off and
thin* straight, nut now that I
have, I'd like von to answer
somet 'ling personal."
•"Why not? The O'Dares are
an open hook now."
"Didn't mean it that way,"
Vince Randolt said "But We
ought to look at A few facts.
Let's say that Luther did -hang
"Mt
Asa the rea-
-an?"
"The prosecutor made a gout
onnt ti-re," I said.
kaadult waved it aside
"Smoke, he's talking about a
maniac who Kills because ne
bates. That don't fit your
brother." He paused and stroked_
Ins chin. "Let's say that Luther
killed Everett because Wade
found out that Luther nail been
doing all the rustling. And if
Luther's been rustling, then
where's the money ne got for the
cattle? Hell we all ;mow that
he never had two nickels to
crack together in tits jeans. Cord
even paid tor the wedding."
Funny how something like that
will pop up and hit you right
between the eyes. Randolt was
right! Where was the money if
Luther eekt -the •cattle? Ttua was
the killer's flaw, the uncoverable
flaw!
-What I said. makes a differ-
ence?" Bandon asked softly.
"You got a look in your eyes.
moke."
"Yeah, it makes a difference,"
I said.
"Figured I owed you something
on account of some nard
thoughts. Smoke" Tie got up
then and went out.
I sat at the table, trying my
beat to' fit tlIts jrnportant piece
into the rest of the puzzle. My
first impulse was to find Cord,
for lifetime' habits are strong.
But 1 checked that and decided to
play this hand to a finish myself.
The prosecution completed its
carte in the early afternoon and
now the Guthrie lawyer Cord had
imported got up and began to
move about the courtroom. He
made • long-winded speech about
juatice until I began to grow tm-
papent with the Man. Then, to
my surprise, I realized that he
had no witnesses for Luther. All
he could do was to call F.atria to
the chair and have her testify to
Luther's sterling character. I
doubted whether this did any
good, for the jury eat stony-
faced and the judge seemed a
little bored.
Cord was finally summoned
and sworn in. Bud Ledbetter was
,sitting two chairs over and I
whispered to him. "Why didn't
they call me?"
He shook his head. "Your tes-
timony Is too damaging to Luth-
er's case." He held his finger be-
fore his lip, and I sagged back,
my opinion of court procedure
pretty bleak. What I couldn't
understand was why the word
rustling never came Into the
court conversation: both attor-
neys seemed to avoid it as though
there was a common agreement
between them. And I thought
it very important; the wrelle af-
fair hinged on it.
"Will you state your name"'
the &tense lawyer watt asking.
"Cord Adrian O'Dare "
"You're the defendast's older
brother
• right." CO' • said. lie
looked around the oar
glance lout lung Lutitet, who sat
mouthed in tits coati%
"Mr. OThre. were you aware
that the defendant quarreieel
with the deceased pnor to his
death?"
"It was news to me," Cord
said. "Luther'd been acting odd
of late."
"What do you mean, odd?"
"Well, moody. Quick to fly off
the handle," Cord rubbed his face
a moment. "But Luther wasn't
a„man who'd lull."
The prosecutor popped up like
a released spring. -Your honor,
that is a concrUsion and should
be stricken off the record!"
"So ordered," the judge said.
:"The counsel for defense will re-
train from leadhkg the witness.
'Ask only direct questions about
events of which he has knowl-
edge."
"No more questions." the law-
yer said and whipped around, re-
turning to nia chair.
The prusecutot descended like
a hawk after a rabbit.
"Mr O'Dare. you clam that
the defendant is incapable of vio-
lence, yet that is hardly bottle
out by previous testimony, is it 7"
"'There's a difference uetween
fighting and killing," Cord said.
"Don't try and twist around what
I say."
"I wouldn't think of It, sir."
He jammed his hands in the arm-
holes of his vest. "Mr. Opare,
I take it that Wade Everett's
death was a shock to you."
"It was."
"And what was your first
thought, sir, when you learned
that Everett had been killed ?"
"I don't 'remember," cord said
"Ah, now. isn't that strange?
Your memory seems quite lucid
on all other points. Wasn't your
immediate thought that your
brother had committed the crime
and that you would have to covet
for him?" '
It seemed to rise that everyone
started shouting at once; Luth-
er's lawyer was on his feet, de-
manding attention, and the judge
was banging his gavel, trying to
restore order.
Cord was boiling mad. He
reared erect and Shouted, "I
won't answer any more of your
twisting, lying questions!" He
stalked out of the courtroom
then, in spite of the Judge's warn-
ing, and it was the worst thing
he could have done, for nearly
every man there believed that
Cord had only done so because
the prosecutor had hit upon the
truth. . .
mr •
"Suddenly n suspicion of thle
man io ...... •tt in my mind and
was determined to prove he
was a liar "  ee's story
continues tomorrow 
E Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tan,kage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect. Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
FOR SALE I
GOOD USED Washers. M. G.
Richardson, phone 741. F22C
TWO WOOD combination storm
doors with door checks, hinges
and accesseriers, painted white,
3 ft. arid 2 Pt. 8 inch widths.
Good as new. $22 for both, Call
1445-J. F22C
FRIGIDAIRE, davenport, break-
fast set, steel ironing board, gas
range, all in number one shape.
R. L. Jones, 305 Irvan Avenue,
Phone 14914, M IP
Professor's Dream nouse. One
block from college. 3 bedrooms,
two baths, study, air condition-
er, automatic heat. Phone 721.
"TFC
51 88 Olds. Murray car, 1 owner
A-1 eondition, guaranteed. Five
Points Ser, Sta. F22P
to RENT
3 or 4 room downstairs apartment
with private bath, close to town.
•
Reds Make
By WENDELL 13, MERICK
United Press Staff Correspondent
HONG KONG 611 — The Chi-
nese Communists are making a
big thing of crushing an anti-
Communist clique which had a
membership of only six persons.
From a spate of articles in
the Communist press, it would
seem the clandestine organization,
uncovered at Wuhan University,
was hardly a threat to the Peip-
ing government.
According to the Wuhan Jih
Pao (Daily News), the group of
five students and an economics
lecturer, called their organization-
the "China Democratic Party,"
and "held secret meetings in
public gardens, cultural clubs
and private houses in Wuhan."
Writers Use "Wanted"
Throughout several articles in
the newspaper about the group,
the writers keep using the word
"wantde" to do this and that,
and "planned" to establish a
-counter-revolutionary" govern-
ment with Wuhan as the seat.
But there is nothing to indicate
that the six members ever got
beyond the talking and planning
stage. or that their effcris pro
duced recruits among students at
the university.
To obsenWrs, it seems that the
Communists are having a tough
time producing sa-abte evidence
for public consumption of the
dangers of counter-revolution-
aries. Yet Public Security Chief
Lo-iui Ching 'etched a dark pic-
ture in Deeember when he spoke
HELP WANTED
MAKE $20 pm UV Linn in .us
narnoplates. Free samples. Reev-
es C.., Attleboro, Mass. 1281'
Of ,AlLic—ple.,.1
Hay Over Downing Small Clique
merely
anti-regimists in China.
It may be that while there
are thousands of dissidents in
China today, there has been no
central organizing faction, that
there are merely smell cliques
who do not in themselves rep-
resent a strong threat to Peiping.
Discover Cliques •
Lo, as a matter of fact, said
that 3,000 "sniall cliques" were
discovered and suppressed from
1955 through October 1957.
Wuhan would be a had spot
for anti-regime elements to gain
a toe-hold. Wuhan actually com-
prises three cities in Hupeh
province, embracing a huge in-
dustrial- complex on the Yangtse
River.
According to the Wuhan Jih
Pao, the "China Democratic Par-
ty" was aiming not at industrial
workers for their recruits but
ti intellectuals and peasants. •
"1 he discovery of this plot,"
said the newspaper, "serves as
a serious warning to all those
who are hostile to socialism.
_
EDI/CATION BILL SEEN
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. IA —
Sen. Estes Kora aver ( D -Tenn. )
predicted today Congress Will
pass a bill at the present session
giving federal aid to scientific
and technical education.
"The need for scientific and
techn-cal training is n o w so
clear that at least in that field
the federal government is cer-
tain to provide financial help,"
he said. Kefauver made the -
thetion in a speech prepared, for
delivery before the Chattanooga.
Engineers Club.
NINE MILES PER SECOND—This is the wind tunnel at Tullahoma. Tenn., which for the first time
exceeded the velocity necessary to escape from the earth's gravitational firJd. The tunnel is at
Air Research and Development command's Arnold Engineering center. A technician is shown
sighting a highspeed camera on a test object in the tunneL For one tenth of a second an airflow
of 32,400 mph was achieved. That's nine miles per second. Gravitational escape velocity 15 seven
miles per second. The test object here is a theoretical missile ewe. Incandescence surrounding it
(cloaeup at right) is caused by friction of the airflow. Pressure In there gets up to 15 tons per
square inch, and beat reaches 40,000 F. ffsterrnational Boundpeoto)
\
OH, DEAR- I
WONDER HOW
IT FEELS TO
FACE A BIG
AUDIENCE
NANCY
(.,N1 MONDAY I HAVE
TO MAKE A SPEECH
IN THE SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM
ABBIE an' SLATS
However tricky and hideous as ticula; clique was meant
they were, they were bound lei
to illustrate what happens tobe defeated by an awakened
thoeise who ignore those warn-people."
Apparently, telling of this par- ings:,
REPORT CARD
Subject Grade
Engl4h C+
History
Re masks I
.9144y Liviteve.«, tisiAcctiplitg1Wt14 tuki 144+004
Send your son or daughter back to school with a new
Smith-Corons for as little u sill a week. Five models
to choose filow.
Smith-Corona
the World's first and fastest portable typewriter
Come in and see it demonstrated
_ Terms Available
Highly Qualified
SERVICE
MECHANIC
— 25 Yews Experience —
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
 1
GREENE 0. WILSON - Mgr. Phone 55
by Ernie BualuisiRer
1
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From The Commonwealth magazine:
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More Airports For Kentucky
TIM LEDGER & MIES — MTTRRAY. RPNTINTRY
Department of Aeronautics Hurries to Keep Up with Fast
Growth of Flying in the State
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Tn,s map designates all of Kentucky's exdit.ng 39 a;rports plus proposed airports. It was
prepared by Ed LaFontaine of tne Department of Aeronautics especially for The Common-
wealth magazine.
KENTI±KY'S Commissioner of Airorianitica
put it. simply: -
"An airplane isn't of much use unless you
have a plane to, hind."
Which sort of explains why Commissioner
William L. Sullivan's Department of Aeronau-
tics is so buss. des eloping msre airports for
Kentucky.
The skies over the State's 40.395' square
miles of area are experiencing an almost phe-
nomenal increase in air traffic. Flying in Ken-
tucky has doubled since 1950. with 700 aircraft
in use within the state's borders. Commercial
air sravet has increased more thin 65 per cent.
eine! -195). and Kentucky now ranks 17th in air
travel. Bowman field at Louisville is rated the
busiest local airport in the nation. - •
State Has 39 Airports
To keep pace with this growth, Commis-
sioner Sullivan eaptain_s., Kentucky. needs • more
and better airports It now has 39. including
Fort Campbell's huge field for the. 101st Air-
borne Division.
"Air transportation." the Department of
Aeronautics reported to Gov A B. Chandler at
the end of 1957. "is becoming more important
to the state in this age wifere modern, living
puts a premium on time. • • The use of civil -
aircraft, :n business ha" expanded .rapidly and
continues 'to - Expand at an accelerated rate as
Kentucks receives her share of Industrial grow-
th"
The industrial firms moving into Kentucky
like n have near them an airport big enough
10 accommodate the large planes becoming_ popu-
lar for business use These . planes include the
DC-3' a' two-engine craft carrying up to 20 pas-
sengers, which requires a runway of at least
3 Ono feet.
Must Prepare For Jets
Kentucky communities are hurrying to pr .- -
vide such accommodations Sixteen additional air-
Ports have been proposed and the Department
of Aericateice is hetrAng rities• to .t.o.et sites 
Ind (Waage 'financing.
At the same time Kentucky must get ready
for jet air travel Jet-propelled airliners are nue
to Start using Kentucky airports late in 1959.
Right now only one civilian airport—Standifnrd
Field- at Louisville—has the required minimum
runway of 7.800 feet. The Kenton county airport
near Covington. principal air terminal for the
Greater Cincinnati area, is spending $4 million
to prepare for jet aircraft
The Kentucky cities with commercial air-
line service—seven of them — are spending $2
trill, ri ,,ar sneir airports.
23 Million Investment
What are Kentucky': present facilities for
handling air traffic Of the 38 civilian ports—IL
are municipal fields and 15 are prtvately operat-
ed.; The State itself .csperates three airports—at
Frankfort. Kentucky . Dam Village ipeat._ G1,1
bertsville) and Kentucky Lake State Park (Gold-
en Pt.ri. A fourth is. under construction at
Butler State Park (near 'Carrollton). . _
Mtire *hen $23 million. was invested in the
establie)wiern of the la municipal airports. Com-
missioner Sullivan says they could not Ase re-
built now "for 'four times that amount."
Incidentally, establishment of, the Kenton
County airport did not cost the State a cent.
Cincinnati anti the federal government put up
the, original $5 million. Since then an additional
$5 million has been invested, of which Kentucky
contributed $90.000.
Commercial Service Expands
The set rn munictpa airports with com-
mercial airline service are Bowling Green. Ken-
ton County, Lexington, London. Louisville,
(9tandiford Field). Owensboro and Paducah.
Since 1951. in the commercial service So them,
the number of flights has increased .64 per cent,
passengers 93 per cent, mail tons 44 per cent,
and cargo tons 105 per cent.
To cope with such growth, through The es-
tablishment of additional airports, is a respon-
•
ssibility of the State's smallest department. Thic-
Aeronauttes department has a staff of II per-
sestets-nand a -current operating budget of 192.000 lawny for cowboy pictures, model
a year. Commissioner Sullivan. Administrative airplanes. camping knives andreci
other items which are 
iii intn•cent-looking magazine ads.
The circulars :hemselves are
invariably far more vulgar and
suggestive than the 'art mer-
chandise" which is actually sent
to the gullable purchaser_ They
blatantly promise the prospect
that he will receive -sexually
exciting" pictures that arouse
his "erotic desires." ,
foe the adult cuntomer or
the older teen-ager who lips
access ti• a home movie projector.
there are 8 mm. "stag films"
a! prices ranging up to $75
which deiiict "sexy sirens in
action." The advertisements in-
timate — in language that can-
not be quoted in a family news-
paper — that the movies show
actual boudour scenes, including
a wide variety of perversions.
Parents. Want Action
• The Post Office Department is
currently receiving an average
of about 1.000 letters a week
from outraged parents who want
to know why something isn't
done :o stop this filth from
pelting through the mails.
The Post Office says it has
tried valiantly. But the_ big op-
erators of this lucrative racket
are smart. The "industry" is
heavily concentrated in one city
—Los Angeles. Under present
law, the Post Office can bring
kgal action against the porno-
gtaphy peddlers only in thei city
where their mail inginates.
Goverment prosecutors have
learned from experience that Los
Angeles citizens, as a rule, tend
to take a rather sophisticated
view of these things. It is dif-
ficult they say, to empanel a
jury in the movie capital that
would convict an -art photo"
merchant on criminal bbscenity
charges. ____.
Poet Office Tries
- The Post Office has tried to
put several of the big suppliers
out of business by stamping
their circulars "unlawful" and
returning them to the sender
un-mailed. But in most cases
tie date, the smart peddlers'
lawyers have been able to obtain
injunctions front the federal dis-
trict court in Los Angeles, for-
bidding the Post Office :o bar
the material.
The -Post Office, with the
backing ,of the Justice Depart-
ment, has now asked Congress
to intervene by passing a "change
of venue" law This would en-
able the government to prosecute
pornography peddlers in any cny
or town in the country to whlch
their obscene mail has been
delivered.
Catholic and Protestant church
-groups and the general federation
of women's clubs endorsed this
legislation at recent hearings of
a House judiciary subcommittee.
The American Civil Liberties Un-
inri and the American Boon
Publishers Association opposed it
on grounds that it might violate
constitutional rights or lead to
harassment of legitimate book
publishers.
Rep. Franeis E Waiter (D-
Pa ), chairman of the House
<ubcommittee, said today the bill
has a good chance of being
passed\ sat this session of Congress
ft it '41'nws strong public sup-
port.
Assistant Roy Beckncfl -end three other key
staff members have valid commercial pilots'.
I icenses: -
Since the' Department was established in
1948. Kentucky's municipal airports have in-
creased from seven to 19. three state airports
have been. built and th.• f.,;:r'h is under con-
struction.
State Provides '350,000
The Department has or auth.,r1ty to de-
termine where municipal airports, shall be es-
tablished. In the last two years it _his allocated
S350.000 in state funds for such projects. The
Department helps a city' to locate an airport
site. -plan the facilities and arrange the financ-
ing. Normally the federal government puts up
half the original cost, the state 25 per cent and
the community 25 per cent The airport and the
city bear the operating expense. ,
• The Department weighs three principal fact-
ors in choosing an airport site and planning its
development They are'.
I. The community's need and its ability to
support an airport.
2. The geographical location ,and how the
proposed airport would fit into the .stite airport. . _
network tincluding need for emergency landing
fields . .
3. Suitability nf the site. including.
(at Whether the land is flat and extent
of it.
ebt Runway approaches (Whether they
are obstructed by hills. industrial
' plants and homes).
ici Nearness of the, field to the city.
50 to 60 Acres Needed
Fifty to Sixty acres are needed for a mu:
nicipal airpOrt which does not expect to have
commercial airline service. This size allows for
runways of 3.000 to 4 000 feet, adequate for
business planes such as the DC-3.
The cost of grading ancTdMining the land.
must be carefully considered. The bare land
might cost only $10.000. but the cost of leveling
it might run to 5100.000. If rock lies near the,
stirface. great expense could be incurred in
blasting and removing it. Commissioner Sullivan
cited the Charleston. W Va., airport as a classic
example of extra expense. Charleston's longest
rurni•a-s. is about 5.000 feet. Although the land
was bough' for a nominal sum, the final cost of
building the airport exceeded $20 millions The
explanation - workmen had to level the top of
a mountain'
Such problems must be contended with as
Kentucky's corrimunities prepare for the ad-
vanced air age.
Elizabethtown now is constructing a new
municipal airport.
13 Have Definite Plans
At lent si* etlinintunities are trying to
raise funds to build municipal airports. They
are Clinton. Greenville, Henderson, Murray.
Pointsville and Russellville. Henderson now
uses a private field. 
•Four cities, which have municipal airports,
are seeking either to expand their facilities or
establish a new field. They are Hazard, Harlan,
Hopkinsville and Madisonville.
Three c' cc —Glasgow. Danville and Pike-
ville—want to convert private airports to mu-
nicipal fields.
ts •
A ocky's new airportss Ki•n!
are paying.off in prestigt -and convenience oth-
'er .. than faster travel. Comenissinner Sullivan
he said. the Frank-cite; in lexample in which.
fort airport paid for itself in one day." •
Four Navy jet planes, "boxed in" by weather
and their fuel near exhauttion, were about to
tie abandoned by their pilots. Then they. found
landed safely. Thethe Frankfort airport and
contained „value of the planes, which wolid have
been destroyed in abandonment, was $2 million.
Value of the'airport: $1.5 klitinn•
They're Paying Off
Pornography Hospital
Floods Mail
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Suitt Correspondent
WASHINGTON it —A 13-year
old Washington boy recently re-
ceived an intriguing-looking let-
ter, addressed in a girl's hand-
waiting, and marked "personal."
_H opened st eagerly. The
letter was on bite stationery,
end opened with' a cheerful
"Hello!"
"My name is Mary and I
think I nave something -you
want.
-I'm an art model-pose in
the nude, you know — and I
thought maybe you would like
me or my girl friends here II;
Enllywoud to pose for you in
a very special way."
The letter contained two in-
closures. One was an order blank
listing prices ($3 for a set of
12 phutos, $15 for a set of 72O
The other was a small "sample"
photograph of a .large - busted
blonde in an extremely provo-
cative pose.
Each d a y several thousand
teen-age youths in every pan
of America receive similar lurid
solicitations in the family mail.
Estimate Mail Rate
Postal inspectors estimate that
direct mail advertisements for
pornography are flooding the
counoy at a rate of 50 million
nieces a year. A large proportion
of this obscenity goes to children.
in their early teens who get
on the sucker list by writing
APARiCIO UNDER KNIFE
CHICAGO — Luis Aparocio,
Chicago White Sox shortstop,
enters Mercy Hospital today to
have his tonsils removed. A Sox
'spokesman said Aparicio, a na-
tive of Venezuela, will be well
enough to accompany his team-
mates to Florida-1'r the start
at' spring training Feb. 22.
- •'• • R. •
Sandra Williams. Rt. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Grover Crutcher and baby
girl. Model, Tenn.; Mr. Herman
Welly Ellis, Rt. 4, Murray; Miss
Deborah Joan Graves, 908 Pogue,
Murray; Mr. Marvin Duncah,
Benton,. (Expired); Mrs. Lennis
Ward, 214 Woodlawnn Murray;
Mrs. Bob Elkins and baby boy,
Hardin; Mrs. Martha Griffin,
Model. Tenn.; Mrs. John Imes
and baby girl, Alm.; Mr. Collice
Scruggs. Box 14, Hazel; Mrs.
0. 0. Flora, Model. Tenn.; Mr.
Eual Lockhart, 415 S. 9th St.,
Murray; Miss Legina Darnell,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. James
i Erwin. 51.5 S. Ph St.. Murray.,.. 
EpiscopalBishop
Cites Rules
CHICAGO — EPIttnnal
Bietesp Gerald Francis Burill,
in the. pastoral letter, has is-
sued 10 requests designed to
snake funerals "en.xiuent proc-
lamations of our basic under-
nanding of the Christian faith."
One -ruling states that funeral
home or private home instead of
the .church only. "nor grave
cause". Other rulings require
shot the caekte be closed at all
tansies that flawers be barred
frxn the .church and that no
fraternal ntes in conjunction
with the Office for the Burial
of the Dead be used.
The bnti c also requested that
parishioners notify their rector
curs and ask his advice as ',ne
.r vicar trvt when a death oc-,
scOunteous and practical thing
to do." He said music should be
lauthoinzed by the clergy, and
is
Murray...
specifies that milk snIti in Mur-
ray shall be' milk with no lens
than 3.5 per ct•nt butterfat con-
tent. Any milk with less than
3.5 p. r cent butterfat is specifi-
ed as skim milk.
The state highway depart-
ment will put up no park:ng
signs on the north side of Main
street fr,irn 7:h to 16th street.
A new street light will b",
placed at Fourth a n d Main
street<, wh'oh will be so dengn-
ed to faelf.ate traffic at that
point. An Art- w will point
straight aticaft - arai not make a
left turn.
. It was voted that it is no
Singer necessary for the eounter-
'nisteng of checks iseued by the
Murray Water and Sewer Sys-
;um. The commlttee wl11 con-
tinue to clear the v•.tieheri how-
ever.
It was agreed that Mrs. Coat.-
lie Grgan would contninai-sc
supply the Murray Police Ds--
parunerst with a list of •aut
msbile ownert in the csur.ty
-•nd their license numbers. Tins
is used in the apprehension
of traffic i•inlators. '
Mayor Ellis rep...no4..1 h a
Kuhn's 5, 10 'end 2.5c Stere had
Snsteriled--a—Ennen -night ,.t tht
war of their store for,the One-
fit of :he city street truck. Some
cimplairit had been made that
the area at the rear of the store
was dark.
A s:reet next will be placed
at the - Intl-tee:ion of Cr,,si
_Strectt_a-ri S.uth Fourth Street
Crcss .; l_ssiten on the South
Fouinit --.9-nnet hilt across fri,rn.
the -Ust.ann- Used.. Car lot,
he ruled out Sunday funerals.
1He e.Iid payrnent to clergymen NO tAKER5
is not
Er appear
required
on
and
the
should nev-
undertaker's.
He said the burial service
"can be a nouns* of grentscum-
Sort to She bereaved when it
is not subjected to distortion
by the addition of elements of
eninits sentimentality " •
•
s
.. VERNON. N. Y. —IP-- There
are :a7i sk.r.,s of race israck bet-
tors. even 'he Inrid that fail to
pick up her winnings. Offic-
ials at V.rnini Downs mid 911,-
165.30 .n avinn:ng tickets went
unckiimed during the pant' sea-
•,11. r
Here:s yourA-PL115
GUARANTEE...
SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 22, 1958
CLOCK PUNCHES BACK
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —dn—
.
lack Bttmck,(manager a a
new drug store here, tried to
You will get more poner, better performance' with your first tankful of
%•Plue Gasoline, or we will refund every penny you paid. This guarantee
. offered to every motorist. Give ,-Plus a fair. hill-tank trial and you'll
set prnver and performance PI.US' If not, just write to A-Inus, 1'0
, Box 391, Ashland. Ky., within ten days of purchase You will he sent
a proof-of-purchase form.to fill out and have signed by your station
oprator. Mail it in for a direct refund -
Fill up Today with A-PLUS and
reel the Powerful Difference!
•
'
fix the time clock at :he st,re
Ile fiddled with it it low o.c-
rids, then a coiled stn.:nig-like
thing shot out and - punched
Blurt& in the nose.
VICTIMS Of ESCAPED CONVICT PIRACY—Mr. arid Mrs. Wil-
liam Rhodes Hervey. Jr., and daughter Linda are shown be-
side their yacht Valinda, on whicti the two parents, two
guests and four crewmen were seized by 21 escaped cohvicta
from Ecuador. They were cruising near the penal island
of Isabella In the Galapagos when the convicts boarded the
yacht during the night, looted It and robbed those aboard,
and forced the crew to sail for ttie mainland, where the
escapee" went ashore. infornationcm Sou napfioto
Get A-P1115
saPER .
GASOLINE I
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
•
14%.
- OIL
PRODUCTS
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